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 T H E  A L A B A R

CLASS OF 2017
F E A T U R I N G

Rock N Roll Heaven
Sire of the brilliant Heaven Rocks, the rising
star Let It Ride (out of a Bettor’s Delight mare)
and one of the very best 3yo fillies in North America 
Blazin Britches (1:48.4)

$7,000 (plus GST) – multiple mare discounts and loyalty rewards

 Sportswriter
Sire of Lumineer, regarded as the best
Australian 2yo since Lombo Pocket Watch 
and Mohawk Seelster which sold for
$220,000 this year – the highest price 
Canadian yearling ever

$5,000 (plus GST) – multiple mare discounts and loyalty rewards

Young – Proven – Fertile – Affordable
ALABAR (NZ)  LTD

09 232 1800
alabar@alabar.co.nz

alabar.co.nz 

South Island Rep, Ivan Behrnes  
03 615 6332 / 027 615 6119

A Rocknroll Dance* 
Full & closed

Always B Miki 
$7,000

Art Major 
Full & closed

Auckland Reactor 
$3,000

Betterthancheddar 
$4,000

Grinfromeartoear 
$3,000

He’s Watching 
$6,000

Majestic Son 
$5,000

Peak 
$2,500

Racing Hill 
$5,000

Rock N Roll Heaven 
$7,000

Roll With Joe 
Not available in NZ

Shadow Play 
$4,000

Sir Lincoln 
$2,500

Sportswriter 
$5,000

Sunshine Beach 
$4,000

*Standing at Nevele R

alabar@alabar.co.nz  |  www.alabar.co.nz 
South Island Rep: Ivan Behrnes 03 615 6332, 027 615 6119

 2016 US Horse of the Year

 Dual Breeders Crown Winner

  Won in 1:47 or better on four occasions – no other horse has
done it more than once

  From the Western Ideal sireline and out of the 2016 US
Broodmare of the Year – Artstopper (Artsplace). Artstopper is
also the dam of the tremendous racemare Yagonnakissmeornot
(41 wins, $1,458,850).

Always A Virgin – Artstopper – Artsplace    2, 1:53.2; 3, 1:47.8; 1:46 – $2,826,176
ALWAYS B MIKI

THE FASTEST PACER OF ALL TIME  -  US HORSE OF THE YEAR

ALABAR 
alabar.co.nz

SERVICE FEE: NZ $7,000 (plus GST)  - DON'T MISS OUT

“I think this could be the 
GREATEST horse that
ever lived”
HALL OF FAME TRAINER JIMMY TAKTER

nevelerstud.co.nz
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F R O M  T H E 
E X E C U T I V E 
M A N A G E R

The Breeders had a half yearly Executive Meeting last week with 
full attendance from the three affiliated associations.

Chairman and Vice Chairman

John Mooney was unanimously re-elected for a further term of 
two years. Mark O’Connor of Southland was elected as 
Vice-Chairman.

Membership

Currently just under 600 financial members representing 1,100 
breeders. Thirty new members this year and 22 resignations.

Breeding Matters

The Breeders will be publishing a high quality 92 page sales 
featured publication to be available to members, purchasers 
at recent sales, syndicates, trainers and other targeted buyers. 
January’s BM will be a feature on the Sales and the yearlings. 

Taxation

Work with the racing Board continues to seek clarity on GST and 
income tax for breeding. We are now awaiting advice from the 
new minister. NZ First’s policy, adopted by the new government, 
is to restore the intent of the 2008 tax reforms.

Life After Racing

There has been a significant increase in the number of shows 
hosting standardbred classes, primarily due to the work of our 
ambassador Julie DeFillipi.

FastTrack Insurance

FastTrack is a new major sponsor. They have accepted our 
invitation to jointly sponsor The Breeders FastTrack NZ Oaks, 
Group One, $125,000 at the NZMTC for the next two years.

Sustaining breeding numbers: trotting

Trotting mares bred increased 12% last season. We are hoping 
that the trend continues. Our Executive Manager has been 
working with Haras des Trotteurs to get additional Oaks and 
mares races off the ground at Southland (Diamonds Day) and 
Cambridge.

We made a submission to the Sires Stakes board for a separate 
trotting fillies series. The good news is that the board is starting a 
new trotting fillies race in 2018 with more to follow.  The separate 
trotting sale at Christchurch offers an opportunity to further 
promote trotting series and perhaps a fillies sales series race.

By Brad Reid | 
Executive Manager
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Stallion book limits

This Breeding Matters features the pros and cons of introducing 
stallion book limits. [Page 16] 

The Breeders do not express an opinion either way.  However, 
breeders and some studs have been advocating limits for 
some time.  Introducing limits is not without legal difficulties.  
Commerce Commission approval would be required. The 
consequences of interfering in the market also have to be 
explored. Views welcome to John Mooney, NZSBA Chair at 
john@thebreeders.co.nz

Frozen from deceased stallions

Another policy topic for discussion is a proposal that the semen 
from a deceased stallion can only be used in the season 
following the death of the stallion. Free returns and 15 new 
services for up to five years after the death would be exempt.

Again, this is only a discussion topic not an NZSBA proposal or 
policy.

NZ Sires Stakes: Northern Studmaster Appointment

For twenty years Graeme Henley has been our North Island 
representative on the Sires Stakes Board, most recently as chair.

We passed a resolution thanking Graeme for his service.  We will 
make a presentation to him recognising his contribution.

We have appointed Dr Andrew Grierson of Woodlands Stud NZ as 
the new northern stud representative.

Cleland Murdock the NZSBA representative has been elected 
chairman of the board. Mark O’Connor continues as the southern 
stud’s representative.

Finance

The draft accounts for 2016/17 were presented showing a 
break even situation for the year. They are currently being 
audited. In due course an AGM will be called to adopt them. A 
revised Performance Chart will be available shortly with our 
achievements highlighted.

The budget for 2017/18 was adopted. NZSBA has a turnover 
of approximately $500,000 with about 25 specific activities in 
support of standardbred breeding

Cup Eve Function

One hundred and fifty people attended the NRM sponsored Cup 
Eve function held at the Armstrong Prestige Showrooms. The 
Breeders take pride in celebrating the hard work and dedication 
of New Zealand’s standardbred breeders. We recognised:

    •  Breeders of the starters in the NZ Trotting Cup and the         
        Dominion Handicap - all received a framed certificate.
    •  Our members who bred a NZ Group race winner last season  
        received a glass trophy.
    •  Our members who bred an Australian Group 1 race winner  
        last season received a glass trophy.
    •  The breeders of Lazarus, the winner of the 2016 NZ Trotting  
        Cup, Brian West and Gavin Chin received a miniature gold NZ  
        Cup
    •  The breeders of Monbet, the winner of the 2016 Dominion  
        Handicap, Greg and Nina Hope, will receive a silver framed  
        certificate/photo of that win.
    •  New Zealand connections whose horse won an Australian  
        national award received their trophies including Phil and   
        Glynis Kennard the Horse of the Year trophy for Smolda.
    •  The PGG Wrightson sponsored 2017 Broodmare of     
        Excellence went to Corporate Banner owned by Dianne and  
        Dennis Moore (see story p. 12).

Photos of the evening can be viewed at 
https://sarahclementsphotography63.pixieset.com/nzsba/ 

More Photos on page 22
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ONWARDS
Cup Week is done and dusted for another year. The weather 
was perfect, the crowds super well-behaved and large and the 
turnover for the week on budget. 
My highlights were the outstanding performance of Chase 
Auckland in the NRM Sires Stakes Final and the reaction of 
the Alabar syndicate multitude of owners; the very emotional 
reaction of Ken Ford when Amaretto Sun, the family’s tough 
homebred won the Haras des Trotteurs Dominion Handicap, after 
a tough week with Marcoola; and finally we should not overlook 
the rugged brutality and dominance of Ultimate Machete sitting 
parked to win the Woodlands Free For All taking 0.4 off the 1950 
mobile record set earlier in the week. 
I had the privilege of assisting to manage Birdcage operations 
and presentations at Addington over both Cup Day and Show 
Day. Up close with great horses, professional trainers and drivers 
and excited owners and breeders - it does not get any better. 
The excitement, the joy, the relief and the satisfaction to know 
that a job has been well done came through time and time again 
at the track and earlier in the week at our awards function. 
Our Cup Eve function is about smiles and satisfaction. Breeders 
coming forward with wide smiles to receive a trophy or a 
certificate of recognition for having bred a Group race winner, or 
an entrant in the Cup or the Dominion Handicap gives me quiet 
satisfaction. 
We are saying to our breeders, you are part of a family that cares. 
We appreciate you. We value your effort in maintaining your 
mare/s, breeding them, raising their progeny and introducing 
them to racing. 
Our support for breeders includes delivering publications such as 
Breeding Matters to all NZ breeders, NZSBA members, about 170 
owners and trainers in Australia and our own trainers and drivers. 
We also look for new opportunities to support our local industry.
In this edition we introduce for the first time our new sponsor 
and partner FastTrackInsurance. FastTrack is an insurance 
broking service which is sharing its commissions with the racing 
industry.

F R O M  T H E  C H A I R

By John Mooney | 
NZSBA Chairman

FastTrackInsurance has reduced premiums for the vast majority 
of racing folks and clubs who have used their services, including 
my own comprehensive farm policy. Racing is benefiting through 
the commissions returned to sponsor races and increased 
stakes, or in our case sponsor NZSBA and become a joint 
sponsor of The Breeders FastTrack NZ Oaks, Group 1, $125,000 at 
The Met.
Towards the end of this magazine we introduce another new 
‘partner’, USTA’s Hoof Beats magazine. We are thrilled to bring 
you a 22 page supplement from USTA called “Breeding Basics.” 
We’ll be sharing with you articles from Hoof Beats in future 
editions.
I thank the Executive of The Breeders for having the confidence 
in me to appoint me to another term of two years. I enjoy 
working with them and Brad and our associates in our sport. 
I acknowledge the support we get from Edward Rennell and 
the Executive of HRNZ. We are looking forward to working with 
Darrin Williams and Jess Smith to enhance the complementarity 
of HRNZ communications and marketing and The Breeders 
communications and public relations.
Finally, if you have a mare in the paddock, please think about 
breeding her. Look at the offerings from our advertisers. 
I believe that the sport is on a sustainable path upwards and 
that the changes being made at the Racing Board will ensure 
that returns will increase further. Stakes increased 14 percent 
last season, they will increase again this year. If the recent 
thoroughbred ready to run sale is an indicator our sales will be up. 
Remember the last time Winston was racing minister the sales 
results went north, and not south! We can all look forward to the 
detail of the new government’s racing policies sometime soon.

If you join The Breeders prior to August 31st 2017 for $89.95 and breed the winner of a totalisator race at a New 
Zealand Metropolitan Trotting Club non-premier meeting held at Addington Raceway, you will be eligible for a $500 
MET Breeder’s Bonus payment! (Terms and conditions apply).

2017/18 Members will also receive:
•	 The Breeders’ branded USB stick containing Crosses of Gold for the 

2017/18 breeding season, as well as an interactive version of the 
2017/18 Sires Register.

• A copy of the HRNZ 2017/18 annual diary.

• Free listings of Mares for sale/lease/free on our website.

• Four issues of the revamped Breeding Matters publication.

• Breeder’s Weekly sent regularly to your email address + much more!

BREEDER
REWARDS

COMMUNICATION PRODUCTIVITY
& WELFARE

INDUSTRY
CONTRIBUTION

REVENUE &
SUSTAINABILITY

ADVOCACY

To find out more information 

regarding the benefits of joining 

The Breeders, visit our website or 

contact Brad on 03 339 4168

for more info!

Since 1972 The Breeders (NZSBA) has recognised and supported participants of the
Standardbred Breeding industry under our SIX PILLARS…

www.thebreeders.co.nz

JOIN THE FAMILY!
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A  V I S I O N  F O R  T R O T T I N G : 
H A R A S  D E S  T R O T T E U R S

CONTACT
DAVE SANDERS (NZL)     
64 212 452 584

NZ TROTTING 

STALLION OF

THE YEAR

2016 & 17

QUAKER JET   $6000 + GST

VILLAGE MYSTIC  $6000 + GST

REPEAT LOVE  $4000 + GST

ORLANDO VICI  $8000 + GST

THE BEST MADRIK $4000 + GST

ASSOCIATE SIRES 

  Frozen

  Frozen

  Frozen

  Frozen

  Frozen

LOVE YOU
• World No 1 stallion by  
earnings in 2012, 13 and 2015 

• Leading stallion in Europe 2011, 
12, 13 and 2015  and on  multiple  
occasions in France and Sweden

• His progeny have won the  
biggest races in France (Prix 
d’Amerique),  Sweden (Elitloppet), 
Italy (Derby Italiano) and recently 
Canada’s Goodtime Stakes

• From very small numbers his  
offspring claimed most of NZ’s big 
races with 7 Grp 1  victories: The 
Dominion, Anzac Cup, NZ Trotting 
FFA,  2YO Ruby, 3YO Ruby,  NZ 
Derby, Northern  Derby and more 
than $1.3M

 FROZEN SEMEN. PAYABLE ON LIVE FOAL. LIMITED NUMBERS. CONDITIONS APPLY. 

  CHILLED SEMEN. PAYABLE ON LIVE FOAL. CONDITIONS APPLY. MULTIPLE MARE DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

USED TO ME

LOVE YOU  $8000 + GST

USED TO ME   $2500 + GST

MULTIPLE MARE DISCOUNTS 
FOR SELECTED STALLIONS

• Victorian-based Group placed French stallion, from 
one of France’s greatest sire producing families.

• Outstanding types in first two Australian foal crops 

MULTIPLE MARE DISCOUNTS 
FOR SELECTED STALLIONS

NEW CHILLED OPTION
Shipped fresh from Australia
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Recently I visited Pat Driscoll’s expanding property at Cardigan, 
near Ballarat, Victoria. Generous with their time, Pat and his 
General Manager Jonathon McNeill showed me around the 600 
acres breeding (Haras Des Trotteurs) and racing establishment 
(Yabby Dam Farms) and explained the vision for a massive 
expansion of trotting in both countries.
Pat is leading by example. He has 50 horses in work and over 
30 2YOs and 30 yearlings coming through the system. Some of 
these, and their older siblings will race in New Zealand.
The trotting world is in the midst of a revolution as the best 
bloodlines of Europe and North America combine to produce 
horses of superior gait, outstanding speed and enhanced 
stamina with world records falling in the past few months in 
Europe, at 1609m, 2700m and 3140m distances.  
Pat is determined to ensure that the improvements to the breed 
are available in New Zealand and Australia as more breeders turn 
to these modern sires. Through the progeny of his impressive 
band of quality mares (many from NZ), and the new stallions, the 
new genetics are being put on show.
Resident trainer Anton Golino, produced Une Belle Allure, the 
first true Franco-American filly in Australasia, to win four Group 
Ones including the Victoria Trotters Derby and the Oaks. She is 
by Angus Hall out of an imported French-bred mare (Glenferrie 
Unixa) and is a wonderful example of this new breed of trotter 
Down Under.
At the Breeders Crown the stable had a successful day: La 
Grange 2nd in the 2YO old colts final, Amour de Frere 3rd in the 
2YO filly final and a quinella in the 3YO fillies final with Dance 
Craze and Une Belle Allure. 
Indeed the team went one better in the Group One NSW 
Trotters Oaks when Une Belle Allure defeated Kinvara Sue and 
stablemate Nieta for a trifecta on the night.
That was the second Group one trifecta of the season with Une 
Belle Allure beating Dance Craze and Nieta in the Need for Speed 
Princess Final. 

Haras des Trotteurs is standing French group 
winning stallion Used to Me, whose first Australian 
progeny are breaking in very well, many of which 
carry his unmistakable stamp.  Used To Me has 
already had two French 2YO winners and several 
qualifiers from his small crop of 24 foals sired 
before he was exported to Australia in 2014.

This season, for the first time, Used To Me will be 
available to New Zealand breeders. The farm’s 
new quarantine facility to collect and export fresh 
chilled semen is operational. It is built to support 
six stallions.

By John Mooney

It is an exciting year for the frozen semen roster for Haras des 
Trotteurs beautifully bred, Group One winning French stallions. 
Orlando Vici’s first crop are about to hit the racetrack as 2YOs after 
breaking in exceptionally well.  In addition the first foals of Quaker 
Jet and The Best Madrik will be yearlings this year, with Quaker 
Jet already causing a buzz around Canterbury after his progeny 
have been given their first preparation.
Haras des Trotteurs has continued to demonstrate their 
commitment to trotting with an extensive sponsorship 
programme including the Haras des Trotteurs Dominion 
Handicap, $300,000, New Zealand’s most prestigious trotting 
race which was won by Amaretto Sun, whose dam is in foal to 
Love You, and sister gave birth to a Love You foal recently.
Haras des Trotteurs also sponsors the NZ Sires Stakes Trotting 
series, a new Sires Stakes fillies race, the Northern Trotting Oaks, 
a new trotting Oaks in Southland.
Recently more than 250 people visited Yabby Dam Farm for its 
first Open Day. On parade were 32 impeccably bred two year 
trotters who may become available for syndication (subject to 
licence approval) in the coming months. 
The youngsters represent the world’s leading trotting sire Ready 
Cash, fellow French stallion Orlando Vici, Andover Hall, Majestic 
Son, Dream Vacation and Angus Hall. Several yearlings by boom 
French sire Quaker Jet and Haras Des Trotteurs resident stallion 
Used To Me were also on display.
Haras des Trotteurs General Manager Jonathan McNeill is well 
known to NZ breeders. For the past nine years Jonathan operated 
Barra Equine consulting in breeding and nutrition and offering 
services in those areas. 

The 4 Gp 1 winning broodmare La Coocaracha with her 
Andover Hall colt
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NZ TROTTING 

STALLION OF

THE YEAR

2016 & 17

QUAKER JET   $6000 + GST

VILLAGE MYSTIC  $6000 + GST

REPEAT LOVE  $4000 + GST

ORLANDO VICI  $8000 + GST

THE BEST MADRIK $4000 + GST

ASSOCIATE SIRES 

  Frozen

  Frozen

  Frozen

  Frozen

  Frozen

LOVE YOU
• World No 1 stallion by  
earnings in 2012, 13 and 2015 

• Leading stallion in Europe 2011, 
12, 13 and 2015  and on  multiple  
occasions in France and Sweden

• His progeny have won the  
biggest races in France (Prix 
d’Amerique),  Sweden (Elitloppet), 
Italy (Derby Italiano) and recently 
Canada’s Goodtime Stakes

• From very small numbers his  
offspring claimed most of NZ’s big 
races with 7 Grp 1  victories: The 
Dominion, Anzac Cup, NZ Trotting 
FFA,  2YO Ruby, 3YO Ruby,  NZ 
Derby, Northern  Derby and more 
than $1.3M

 FROZEN SEMEN. PAYABLE ON LIVE FOAL. LIMITED NUMBERS. CONDITIONS APPLY. 

  CHILLED SEMEN. PAYABLE ON LIVE FOAL. CONDITIONS APPLY. MULTIPLE MARE DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

USED TO ME

LOVE YOU  $8000 + GST

USED TO ME   $2500 + GST

MULTIPLE MARE DISCOUNTS 
FOR SELECTED STALLIONS

• Victorian-based Group placed French stallion, from 
one of France’s greatest sire producing families.

• Outstanding types in first two Australian foal crops 

MULTIPLE MARE DISCOUNTS 
FOR SELECTED STALLIONS

NEW CHILLED OPTION
Shipped fresh from Australia
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P: 021 245 2584      E: dave@harasdestrotteurs.com.au
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USED TO ME    • Group winning French 
stallion, from one of France’s 
greatest sire producing  
families.
• Outstanding types in first 
two Australian foal crops
• Several French 2YO winners 
and qualifiers  already from 
first small crop

NEW CHILLED OPTIONS
Shipped fresh from Australia

  CHILLED SEMEN. PAYABLE ON LIVE FOAL. CONDITIONS APPLY. 
MULTIPLE MARE DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

• Royally bred Swedish son of 
proven sire of sires  LOVE YOU
• Powerful, beautifully gaited, 
well mannered young stallion 
• Retired through injury after 
showing huge potential.
• From the breed changing 
family of Workaholic and 
Speedy Somolli.

DREAMCATCHER  
$2500 + GST

$3000 + GST

Associate sires
LOVE YOU, QUAKER JET, ORLANDO VICI 

 SAM BOURBON, THE BEST MADRIK, 
REPEAT LOVE and outstanding new French 

sire VILLAGE MYSTIC    



Dizzy Miss Lizzy

Don Bates (right) receiving Canterbury Pacing Broodmare of the 
Year tophy from Dennis Bennett, CSBA chair

BREEDING MATTERS

B A C K  I N 
U S S R

Don Bates smelt a rat when he was asked to attend the 
Woodlands Stud 2017 Canterbury Breeders, Owners, Trainers 
& Drivers Associations Awards Dinner in Christchurch in early 
September.

“I wasn’t going to go, but when the organisers recommended 
I get there I thought it might have been something to do with 
Dizzy Miss Lizzy, because I thought she was unlucky not to have 
beaten Elle Mac in the juvenile pacing filly section at the New 
Zealand Awards last month.

“I thought I was going for Dizzy Miss Lizzy, but Back In The 
USSR winning the Pacing Broodmare of the Year was a pleasant 
surprise,” Bates said.

“Mind you I think she deserved it. Two of her foals were Jewels 
finalists this year and Dizzy Miss Lizzy won the 2yo Emerald 
Diamond at Ashburton this year ,” the 69-year-old added.

It was the first award he had ever won. Bates said he had been 
breeding since his 1976 Good Chase – Camroe foundation mare, 
Norwegian Wood. That is why his central Canterbury breeding 
establishment is named Norwegian Wood Breeding Limited.

“It’s a bit of an honour to be recognised locally for this award 
because Back In The USSR has done a sterling job for me,” said 
Bates.

Back In The USSR was trained by Bates and Stephen Hammar 
and won two races. The now 12-year-old daughter of Presidential 
Ball was the ninth of 10 foals out of Paperback Writer (by Lordship 
- Norwegian Wood).

Paperback Writer’s first foal, Penny Lane (by Vance Hanover) 
was her most successful in New Zealand, winning six races and 
$51,400. She was born in 1992 - 13 years before Back In The USSR 
came on the scene.

The former accountant and business owner said the family had 
included some top pacers over the years including the former 
Mark Purdon trained Lennon, who won 11 races ($347,446) 
comprising the Cardigan Bay Stakes/Young Guns Final, the 
Sapling Stakes, the Kindergarten Stakes, and the PGG Wrightson 
Yearling Sales 2yo Open - all in 2003.

Lennon (In The Pocket - Penny Lane) never won a Jewels final 
though - unlike this year’s 2yo Diamond Emerald Final winner, 
Dizzy Miss Lizzy (Changeover - Back In The USSR).

Bates said Peter Boag paid $20,000 for her at last year’s yearling 
sale in Christchurch. She’s now trained by Nigel McGrath.

“She would be right up there with the best I’ve bred. Back In The 
USSR has done a very good job. She has gone a 1:53.1 mile and 
won three of her four starts ($165,594).

“I just wish she would leave me a colt. I’m keeping my fingers 
crossed for this year,” he said.

By Duane Ranger Dizzy Miss Lizzy is the third of five fillies left by Back In The 
USSR. Her first Christian Cullen foal - Hard Days Night won three 
races and ran down the field in this year’s Harness Jewels 4yo 
Diamond, while foal number two Lady Madonna (by Art Major) 
won two races for Barry Purdon.

Foal number four, a 2-year-old Bettor’s Delight filly is being 
prepared by McGrath, while her last foal - Her Majesty (by Bettor’s 
Delight) will also be trained by McGrath.

“I will breed from Her Majesty, but I’d love a colt this time. The 
mare is due to give birth to Art Major. I will probably return to that 
sire next breeding season,” said Bates.

“I’d like to have her put to Bettor’s Delight but his price is too 
expensive,” he added.

P: 021 245 2584      E: dave@harasdestrotteurs.com.au
www.harasdestrotteurs.com.au
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2 0 1 7  N E W  Z E A L A N D  B R O O D M A R E 
O F  E X C E L L E N C E  : 
C O R P O R A T E  B A N N E R 

At NRM Breeders Cup Eve, at Armstrong Prestige’s Showroom, 
it was announced that CORPORATE BANNER was this year’s 
recipient of the coveted PGGWrightson sponsored Broodmare 
of Excellence Award. 

CORPORATE BANNER was the 1996 foal of leading sire Sokys 
Atom/Graceful Poplar from the NZ family of Dusky Morn (N20. 
The unraced Corporate Banner was bred 
by then school teacher Dennis Moore after borrowing the mare 
Graceful Poplar from his father Dudley. Ownership passed 
from the Moore’s into their company’s ownership (Banner 
Bloodstock Ltd) in 2010. 

Corporate Banner never made it onto the racetrack, instead 
Moore bred her to leading racehorse (retired after 1999 Auckland 
Interdominions) and later champion sire Christian Cullen in her 
first turn at stud. The filly she produced was none other than 
Mainland Banner.

From a variety of top line stallions, Corporate Banner is the dam 
of nine live foals for five to race and win (two open class horses, 
one a New Zealand Cup winner, the other placed in a New 
Zealand Cup).

The male progeny of Corporate Banner include More Than 
Happy, three wins, p3, 2:03.0, $21,601; Christian Banner, four 
NZ wins, p3, 1:59.8, $33,497, eight WA wins. 1:57.1, $83,226, total 
earnings $116,723 and Titan Banner, sixteen wins, consisting of 
one Group Two and four Group Threes, 1:56.1, $294,353, Tuapeka/
Gore Grass/Addington Winter/Alexandra Park Summer/Franklin/
Wyndham/Methven Cups, Maurice Holmes Vase, Hannon 
Memorial together with second placings in Northern Southland/
New Brighton/Kaikoura Cups and thirds in Jewels 4yo Emerald 
NZ/Invercargill/Methven Cups. He has proven to be a bit of a 
Cups “King” with seven Cup successes over the past couple of 
seasons for owners Dave McHugh, John Cheesman, Jeanette 
O’Connor, Pauline Gillan and Hartley Blakely. In the recent 2017 
NZ Trotting Cup Titan Banner finished ninth to Lazarus and sixth 
to Ultimate Machete in the NZFFA. 

Corporate Banner’s daughters include race winners and those 
that have bred on such as New Zealand Cup winner Mainland 
Banner, who won her first seven three year old starts before 
placing second to Molly Darling in the Nevele R Fillies final 
followed by a further seven consecutive  victories at four 
including the NZ Cup at her eleventh start. The first and only four 
year old mare to have won the NZ Cup among sixteen mares 
to have won in total eighteen NZ Cup’s (up to 2016). Only twice 
unplaced, 2006 NZ Cup and Victoria Cup which was her final 
start at Moonee Valley after which she retired due to injury.

By Peter Craig

Mainland Banner’s seventeen wins from twenty two starts (1:55.1, 
$684,579) included five Group Ones – NZ Oaks, NZ Cup, NZ 
Breeders Stakes, Taylor Mile, Messenger and four Group Two’s 
– City of Auckland FFA, Southland Oaks, Superstars/Premier 
Mares Championships. 

She is the dam of five foals, all winners with four of them by 
embryo transfer. They are Peruvian Banner one NZ win, $3,730, 
2:00.0, p5, 1:52.2US, $98,794; Stunin Banner, fourteen NZ wins, 
$82,316, 1:59.5, two AUS wins, 1:56.2, $45,818, total earnings 
$128,134; Return To Sender, eight NZ wins, $102,148, p3, 1:57.4, 
North American winner p7, 1:51.3US, $123,553; Rocker Band, ten 
NZ wins, Equine Stakes, Southern Belle Speed series, Jewels 
4yo Diamond, seconds Queen of Hearts, Cambridge Futurity 
Stakes, thirds Premier Mares Championship, Northern Breeders 
Stakes, $205,359, 1:53.3, two AUS wins, 1:52.1, $98,560, VIC 
Ladyship Cup, second Queen of Pacific, total earnings $303,919 
and Glenferrie Classic, four wins, $43,575, 1:55.9, Equine Stakes, 
Cromwell Cup, second Southern Country Cups final. 

Other daughters of Corporate Banner include Caitlin Banner, 
two wins, $26,585, 2:00.2, 1:58.3TT, dam of five foals, including 
Crusader Banner, placed in NZ at two ($1,572) and thirteen WA 
wins, AUS 1:54.4, $152,350, Howard Porter Memorial, Anzac Day 
Cup, total earnings $153,922; Carnival Banner, unraced dam 
of three live foals for two non-winners to date; Nikita Banner, 
qualified trotter, repurchased by Dennis Moore for breeding 
purposes.

Corporate Banner’s unraced dam Graceful Poplar (Lumber 
Dream/Bachelor Morn by Bachelor Hanover) was bred by the late 
Dudley Moore who stood Lumber Dream at stud. She left twelve 

Dennis and Dianne Moore receive the accolade from PGGW’s 
Peter Lagan



BREEDING MATTERS

live foals, Corporate Banner being the tenth of them, for seven 
to race for four winners, the best of them being Blazerlite, 2:02.4, 
$29,890, four wins and dam of three winners including Bound To 
Astound (1:52.4US, $186,748, five AUS and 27 NA wins) and Lite 
Striker (1:59.5, $26,270, five NZ wins, non-winner AUS).

Her grand dam, Bachelor Morn (Bachelor Hanover/Rosalie 
Morn), winner at Rangiora, 2:08.9, $765, left ten foals the first 
six by Knight Dream stallion Lumber Dream. Only winning 
progeny was Bachelors Dream, a moderately performed winner 
in North America (2:04.1US, $9,668). Due to her good pedigree 
Bachelor Morn bred on leaving winner producing broodmares 
in Graceful Poplar, Very Happy Poplar (dam of Life Force, Very 
Happy Bachelor, Our New Life; grand dam of Happy Asset, Ben 
Hur, Auckland Cup and Mighty Khan 1:51.3US; third dam of Im 
The Mightyquinn, 1:50.4, $4.5m, multiple Group race winner) and 
Shirleys Poplar (dam of Knightwatchman 1:53.1US).

The third dam of Corporate Banner was fine broodmare Rosalie 
Morn (First Lord by Dillon Hall from First Water/Una Morn by U 
Scott), unraced but produced sixteen foals with many leading 
male performers including Dreamy Boy, eight NZ wins, 2:09.8, 
$14,080, Hororata/Oamaru Cups, q2:05.1US, $15,066; Dreamy 
Guy, five NZ wins, 1:59.8, $23,930, eight QLD wins, 2:00.6AUS, 
$20,030, total earnings $43,960; Dreamy Morn, nine NZ wins, 
2:08.8, $18,605, Queens Birthday/Waikouaiti Stakes, Hannon 
Memorial, 2:01.4US, $24,968; Avon Song, nine NZ wins, 2:05.9, 
$19,135, Roxburgh/Cheviot/CPTC Winter Cups, 2:01.3US, $66,946.

Corporate Banner, winner of the 2017 Broodmare of Excellence

Bachelor Morn’s winner producing daughters included Dreamy 
Rosa, five wins, 2:06.8, $10,446, dam of Stratocaster; Miss 
Morven, unraced, dam of nineteen live foals, ten to race, eight 
winners including Dictatorship, twelve NZ wins, 2:03.9, $55,805, 
Te Awamutu/Cambridge Cups, 1:58.2US, $97,000; Classic 
Fella, seven NZ wins, 2:03.3, $35,660, 1:56.0US, $105,840; Tuck 
Shop, six wins, 2:00.3, $41,638, 1:56.1US, $71,604 and Blithe 
Spirit, unraced, dam of ten foals, two winners including Tight 
Fit, thirteen AUS wins, 1:59.2, $49,491, Tamworth Gold Nugget; 
Tipperary Star, unraced, dam of three winners including Polaris, 
four NZ wins, 2:00.8, $36,303/1:51.1US, $345,787 and Wish You 
Were Here, four wins, 1:59.5TT, $23,956, dam of six winners 
(two in Australia); Una Rose, unraced, dam of winner, Dag and 
Jandel, five wins, 2:01.6, $34,516, dam of two winners; Waitaki 
Morn, unraced dam of seven winners including Genuine Product 
, three wins, 1:59.8, $89,215, Nevele R Fillies (dam of four winners 
including Mark Craig, 6 NZ/15 AUS wins, 1:58.2AUS, $268,327, 
VICSS – 3c, WA James Brennan/Navy Cups; grand dam of 
Stirling Point, 1:52.4AUS, $150,965, Alex Park Winter/Thames 
Pacing Cups) and Lovester, three wins, 2:04.6, $11,433 (dam of 
four winners including Craig Mark, three NZ wins, 2:01.5/1:52.0US, 
$281,984).

The Broodmare of Excellence Award is a fitting recognition 
of Corporate Banner’s broodmare impact, having two of five 
winning foals to race successfully in the New Zealand Cup and 
associated top level races is no mean feat.

NB : All stats to 17 November 2017. 



Nobody is closer to your equine partner than you – and nobody understands 
their unique nutrition needs more than our NRM nutrition specialists. It’s 
their expertise that make our range of feeds some of the most scientifically 
advanced in the market. Plus having nationwide access to their in-depth 
knowledge will support your understanding of equine nutrition to improve 
your horses performance.

To arrange an on-farm visit, contact your local nutrition specialist  
or call 0800 800 380. 
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as well as increased protein, vitamin and minerals above and 
beyond her roughage intake, a high quality concentrate such as 
NRM Evolve is ideal.  However, make sure you feed them at the 
correct daily rate to ensure nutrient requirements are met.  If your 
mare has any special dietary needs or metabolic conditions, it is 
best to contact an equine nutritionist for individual feeding advice.  

It is a good idea to supplement late pregnant and lactating 
mares with an omega 3 fatty acid supplement, preferably in the 
form of fish oil as these supply the preformed long chain omega 
3 fatty acids EPA and DHA.  Studies have shown enhanced 
passive transfer of antibodies to foals which in turn have 
stronger immune systems as well as improved fertility, lowered 
incidence of uterine inflammation and decreased risk of abortion 
for pregnant mares fed omega 3 fatty acids.  KERx EO∙3 is a 
deodorised fish oil which provides a concentrated source of EPA 
and DHA omega 3 fatty acids. 

Broodmare Nutrition during Lactation

Once the foal is born, the mare’s nutritional requirements 
change.  The lactating mare requires approximately three times 
the amount of energy she would at maintenance.   Mares can 
produce milk at a rate of 3% of their body weight per day and 
require increases in the energy, protein, calcium and phosphorus 
during lactation.  It is important not to underfeed the lactating 
mare.  

Many mares cannot maintain their weight on forage only diets 
during lactation.  High quality supplementary hay should be fed 
to help meet the high energy demands placed on the mare at 
this time.  Calcium and phosphorus are the minerals that should 
be of primary concern during lactation, so lucerne hay is often the 
forage of choice due to its high calcium content.  

The quality of the protein supplied in the diet is important – high 
quality protein supports milk production and in turn supports 
foal growth.  An appropriate feed such as NRM Evolve can be fed 
to help meet both energy and other nutrient requirements.  It is 
important to follow intake rates recommended on the back of the 
bag, as feeding less than this will compromise nutrient intake.  
If feeding less than the recommended amount, a high quality 
vitamin and mineral supplement or balancer pellet such as 
NRM Mare Balancer should be added to make up the shortfall.  
It is advisable to speak with an equine nutritionist if you are 
concerned and they will be able to help you balance the diet.

After about three months of lactation, milk product begins to 
decline.  At this time, feed intake can be reduced to keep the 
mare in ideal body condition.  If you have any concerns about 
the body condition of the mare, it is best to consult an equine 
nutritionist for further advice. 

In conclusion, it is very important to meet vitamin and mineral 
requirements during late pregnancy and avoid under feeding 
during lactation.   Ensure your broodmare is able to consume 
a minimum of 1.5% of her body weight in forage, monitor 
her condition and then add a high quality feed on top as 
required for weight maintenance and/or vitamin and mineral 
supplementation.  If in doubt, always contact an equine 
nutritionist for advice.  

For further information on feeding your broodmare to achieve 
optimum health of her and development of her foal, please 
contact NRM on 0800 800 380, via the website at: 
http://www.nrm.co.nz/ask-an-expert.html 

F E E D I N G  T H E 
B R O O D M A R E 

Providing your broodmare with correct nutrition 
during pregnancy and lactation is important to the 
development and health of the foal.  

Broodmare Nutrition during Late Pregnancy 

At seven months gestation, the foetal foal weighs only 20% of 
its birth weight.  This means that during the last four months of 
pregnancy the majority of the foetal growth occurs. At this point, 
the mare’s nutrient requirements increase significantly and 
adjustments should be made in the mare’s feeding program to 
ensure healthy development of the foetus.  

Digestible energy (DE) requirements only increase about 15 
percent, however, protein, vitamin and mineral requirements 
increase to a greater extent. This is due to the foetal tissue being 
synthesised during this time being quite high in protein, calcium 
and phosphorus.  Trace mineral supplementation is also very 
important during this period because the foetus stores iron, zinc, 
copper, and manganese in its liver for use during the first few 
months after it is born. The foetus has developed this nutritional 
strategy of storing trace minerals during pregnancy because 
mare’s milk is quite low in these elements.

It is vital that mares receive correct vitamin and mineral 
supplementation during late pregnancy.  An example of this is 
the supplementation of copper.  New Zealand researchers have 
studied the effect of copper supplementation on the incidence 
of orthopaedic disease in foals.  When copper was given to 
pregnant mares, there was a significant reduction in physitis 
(inflammation of bone growth plates) scores of foals.  There was 
also a significantly lower incidence of articular cartilage lesions in 
foals from supplemented mares.  It appears that if the mare is not 
supplemented with copper in the final stages of pregnancy the 
negative effects on the foal cannot be reversed by supplementing 
the foal once it is born.

Selenium and vitamin E supplementation in late pregnancy 
has been shown to increase immunity in both the mare and 
foal. Vitamin A has also been found to be important to the late 
pregnant mare, with studies showing that growth rates of foals 
is significantly reduced when pasture is scarce and mares are 
maintained on hay without vitamin A supplementation.  

Maintaining an ideal body condition score is important for 
broodmares.  It is important that mares (like other classes of 
horses) are able to consume at least 1.5% of their body weight 
in forage per day.  While many broodmares will maintain weight 
well on pasture and hay, it is crucial that the additional vitamin 
and mineral requirements needed at this time are met through 
supplementary feeding.  

For good doers, a balancer pellet such as NRM Mare Balancer 
is a convenient way of meeting the increased protein, vitamin 
and mineral requirements without an increase in energy intake.  
For mares who require additional calories to maintain condition 

Nobody is closer to your equine partner than you – and nobody understands 
their unique nutrition needs more than our NRM nutrition specialists. It’s 
their expertise that make our range of feeds some of the most scientifically 
advanced in the market. Plus having nationwide access to their in-depth 
knowledge will support your understanding of equine nutrition to improve 
your horses performance.

To arrange an on-farm visit, contact your local nutrition specialist  
or call 0800 800 380. 

FEED TO SUCCEED

0800 800 380
www.nrm.co.nz

Nutrition advice? Listen to the experts.

FEED TO SUCCEED

NEW LOOK     NEW SIZE
 

SAME QUALITY PRODUCTFiona Gillies, Nutrition Specialist
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E V E R Y O N E  H A S  A N  O P I N I O N ! : 
S T A L L I O N  B O O K  L I M I T S  & 
F R O Z E N  S E M E N  D E C E A S E D 
S T A L L I O N

Background

For some time there has been industry voices asking for the 
introduction of stallion book limits. 

The HRNZ/NZSBA considered a paper presented at the August 
Breeders’ Liaison meeting proposing the introduction of stallion 
book limits. There was then a vigorous discussion, largely in 
support of limits, at the Southland stallion presentation night.

This piece is published to advance the discussion. It does not 
represent the views of either NZSBA or HRNZ. We just want to 
explore the depth of feeling and interest. 

The US introduced voluntary stallion book limits in 2010. Effective 
with the breeding season of 2011, any new stallion cannot breed 
more than 140 mares in North America. For stallions that had 
been breeding prior to 2011, limits are as follows:

Breeding Season    2008 & before 2009 2010 2011+
Trotting Stallions    no limit  140 140 140
Pacing Stallions    no limit  160 150 140

One Possibility

For stallions standing in NZ or Australia this season:

     A. 2018-19 stallion book limit of 195 mares served plus returns  
          in NZ
     B. 2019-20 185 mares plus returns in NZ
     C. 2020 -21 175 mares plus return in NZ

For any new stallions a maximum of 175 mares served, plus 
returns in subsequent years.

Advice received from studs suggests that at least 175 new serves 
in a season makes it viable to import a premier pacing or trotting 
stallion.

The recent history of the top stallion services, including returns, 
is:
   16/17 15/16 14/15
A Rocknroll Dance 132 80 161
American ideal  109 148 125
Art Major  166 189 174
Bettor’s Delight  299 289 301
Sportswriter  175 35 76
Majestic Son  81 109 142

The arguments put forward in favour of a stallion book limit 
include:

     •  A wider distribution of the service fees paid by breeders  
         across studs and sire owners, which enables a healthy  
         diversity of industry players to survive – and that protects the  
         competitive environment of the future.
     •  A wider range of quality sires who will have a chance to  
         prove themselves at stud, because history tells us that we  
         cannot really predict who will become a top sire.
     •  A more diverse future broodmare pool, racing stock and even  
         potential sires. There are breed diversity studies for Australia  
         and the USA but nothing for NZ in standardbreds.
     •  A stronger representation of different types and new sires  
         at yearling sales, giving more representation to breeders    
         who are willing to look “outside the square”. A sire needs 20  
         yearlings across the sales to really break into the perception  
         of buyers as a commercial stallion.
     •  And more active, adventurous thinking on the part of  
         breeders when they choose a sire for their mare, instead of  
         just following the crowd and singing the mantra “best to the  
         best”.

The arguments against stallion book limits include:

     •  General belief that the market forces should prevail.
     •  Studs will increase service fees if the market is artificially  
         constrained.
     •  Australia and NZ are a single market and without a parallel  
         measure in Australia the limit is pointless. Such a measure  
         in NZ will advance Australia breeders, at the cost of NZ  
         breeders.
     •  Is a limit actually needed? Historically stallions have  
         dominated for a short period and then a competitor has  
         displaced them. It is often forgotten that two Albatross  
         stallions, Holmes Hanover and Soky’s Atom, served 650  
         mares in 1994, just as an example.

People refer to the Nevele R Stud v HRNZ case of two decades 
ago as an authority that HRNZ could not introduce such limits. 
That case was decided on the narrow point that HRNZ did not 
have the power to make such a rule. It was ultra vires in legal 
terms. It is open to doubt if the court would decide that way again 
given the Court of Appeal’s views in the accreditation case where 
it said HRNZ’s rule making power was extensive.
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However, that is all largely irrelevant.

An industry agreement to limit stallion services is highly likely 
to be a breach of section 27 as an anti-competitive practice.  
However, the Commission could authorise such an arrangement, 
if it could be shown that it benefitted New Zealand.

An application to the Commission involves:

     a. Finding an applicant and paying the $38,500 fee!
     b. Presenting industry facts and background;
     c. Seek to obtain industry support for the submission:
          • Canvas all studs to see if consensus could be        
              reached;
          • Survey all NZSBA members directly;
          • Invite all breeders to comment.
     d. NZSBA with HRNZ then making an assessment as to  
          whether to proceed and that the application would benefit  
          the sport. There would have to be widespread consensus  
          on the structure of a limited book arrangement and     
          definitive evidence of the benefits.

Irrespective of all the above the Commission would then conduct 
its own enquiry and call for public submissions.

If you have comments please email them to 
Brad@thebreeders.co.nz and john@thebreeders.co.nz

BREEDING MATTERS

Deceased stallions: 
semen available one season after death.

The proposal has been floated that the semen of a deceased 
stallion should only be available for one season after the 
stallion died.

The fear expressed by some is that when an extremely popular 
stallion passes on a stud could ‘dump’ his frozen semen on 
the market at a low price.

The arguments against this include:

• Just let the market decide;
• The costs of collecting and storing extensive straws of    
     frozen semen are high;
• The costs of breeding to frozen semen are high and control  
    the market; and
• The industry moves on to new stallions quickly.

An option with in this proposal could be to allow up to ten 
serves, plus returns, a year for five years.

THE BREEDERS’ FOAL ALERT SERVICE

The Breeders (NZSBA) will once again be utilising the highly popular
Foal Alert message service for Standardbred breeders in New Zealand.

Any breeder who has an orphan foal looking for a foster mare or who has
a foster mare available is encouraged to contact The Breeders at their

earliest convenience.

Last year we were able to find foster mares for 35+ orphan foals!

Simply contact us with your details and we will send a text alert out to all 
breeders in the region requested in a prompt and timely manner.

TO REGISTER FOR THIS SERVICE:

Please contact Brad on 021 683 995 or brad@thebreeders.co.nz
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F A S T  T R A C K  I N S U R A N C E  | 
R A I S I N G  N Z  R A C I N G  S T A K E S

•  Industry insurance initiative aimed at increasing race   
     stakes by way of monies generated from insurance sales to   
     the racing public

•  Insuring business, homes, rural properties and vehicles

•  Our national team of Brokers will provide you with reliable  
     service and excellent claims advice and will find you the  
     best and most appropriate insurance protection with NZ’s  
     most reputable insurance companies

•  We all pay insurances anyway so why not switch to          
     FastTrack support the industry we all love, instead of to any  
     old insurance company

With a broadening of support from the racing public FastTrack 
has the potential to put substantial amounts into increasing race 
stakes and greatly enhance the sport for years to come. It was 
the aim and intention that inspired David Archer to develop the 
FastTrackinsurance initiative.

An initial customer base and strong brand has been established 
which is growing steadily and in just over 18 months it has 
attracted many of the sports high profile participants. But it will 
only reach its potential if those who love racing get behind it.

So FastTrack is promoted on the basis “if you are a lover of racing 
and FastTrack can match or better your current premium and 
coverage, then switch to  FastTrack for the sake of racing”

FastTrack will provide a competitive quote and our record in that 
regard is impressive, proving to be competitive so you can take 
confidence in FastTrack from its performance to date, where we 
can confirm a record of:

     •  lower premiums:  95% of all who have approached Fast  
          Track have been offered premium savings
     •  better or more comparable cover:  100% of the time
     •  acceptable insurance offerings:  65% of those quoted this  
          calendar year have taken up FastTrack insurance
     •  superior and reliable service:  100% of FastTrack clients  
          having renewed this calendar year
     •  superior claims advice:  demonstrated by recent claim  
          achievements by FastTrack which have included:
 • settlement of a claim declined by previous insurers 
     12 months prior to the appointment of FastTrack  
     was re-opened by FastTrack with FastTrack    
                       achieving settlement of the previously declined claim   
     for over $50,000

 •  settlement of a “p” claim for circa $100,000
 •  settlement of an earthquake claim for millions of  
     dollars, which had been sitting round for 6 years  
     prior to the appointment of FastTrack, with FastTrack  
     securing settlement within 3 weeks of being     
                       appointed to act for the client, FastTrack not only  
                       expediting settlement of a long outstanding claim but  
                       also negotiating a 40% higher settlement figure than  
     the previous brokers had been seeking.

And more, so people can have confidence in the credentials of 
FastTrack.

Harness Racing New Zealand Chairman Ken Spicer was one 
of FastTrack’s first customers and here’s what he had to say 
“recognising that FastTrack is a unique and genuine effort to 
financially support Harness Racing in times of need; I have 
placed some of my own personal insurances with FastTrack, and 
I urge others to do the same”

And Champion Driver Dexter Dunn is a FastTrack supporter and 
was quoted saying “FastTrack is clearly for Harness Racing, I 
went to David Archer to seek support for the Drivers and Trainers 
by way of an improved “cart cover”, and FastTrack has responded 
immediately by undertaking an exercise with Jenny at HRNZ to 
top up or supplement our industry “cart cover”, from which we 
will hopefully see better protection for us all, and at the same 
time generate revenue to increase race stakes – I certainly 
support FastTrack”

There are many more happy FastTrack customers that have not 
only received brilliant service and great claims experiences but 
they have also obtained better cover though FastTrack’s trusted 
Brokers. So next time your insurances are due contact FastTrack 
and request a no-obligation quote and together lets “spread the 
FastTrack word!”
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PRODIGAL SEELSTER Breed to him for FREE - you only pay your service 
fee if and when the resulting progeny qualifies or is sold.

RAGING BULL $1500 + GST

THE PRES $2000 + GST

goStallions might be only a little Stud,
but every one of our sires is firing!

$2000 + GSTMONKEY BONES

goStallions

goStallions

Haven’t decided which sire you’re putting
your mare to yet?

– then how about considering what
goStallions has to offer ...

Sire of the ultra-talented filly Bare Knuckle, who resumed in style at Alexandra Park on October 27 when she 
booted clear to win in a 1:55.1 mile rate after being three-wide for the entire last lap of the 1700m trip!
Bare Knuckle is one of Raging Bull’s oldest crop who are now 3-year-olds, and there’s only 28 of them. She is 
very highly regarded in the Purdon/Rasmussen stable and has a big future.

This sire’s oldest crop are 2-year-olds, and despite there being only 16 of them he’s already had two qualifiers:
Ive Already Told You and Vi Lee both earning their tickets at Ashburton on November 21.
Prodigal Seelster leaves cracking foals, well-developed yearlings who look the part, and 2-year-olds who are 
taking the next step and proving to their owners that they want to run - and can!

The number of individual winners by Monkey Bones in NZ has increased every year since he began his stud career.
Hard on the back of 15 winners here last season, he’s already sired six in 2017/18... Doctor Bones ($116,272), 
Grey Stoke ($28,280), Leo’s Gift ($6988), Rarangi Opal ($8080), Rebel Kibbybones ($10,205) and Tehoro Hazel 
($22,743).
We’ve still got frozen semen available, but once it runs out it’ll be gone for good.

Similar to Monkey Bones, who’s also bred on the Andover Hall/Valley Victory cross, The Pres is leaving more and 
more winners from one season to the next as well.
In NZ, 14 of his progeny saluted the judge in 2015/16; last season he sired 23 winners including the Breeders 
Crown victor and Australian 2YO Trotting Filly of the Year, Renezmae; and in 2017/18 he’s hit the ground running 
with seven more so far ... Ali Lindenny ($10,469), Anna Kate ($21,876), Astral Ruler ($30,563), Destiny Jones 
($102,374), Eagle Galleon ($29,420), The Dominator ($15,910) and Woodstone ($12,565).
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L A Z A R U S  D E L I V E R S  A G A I N

By Duane Ranger

You don’t have to be a Rhodes scholar to work out what sire ‘The 
Dam of the Moment’ has gone back to this breeding season.

After missing to Bettor’s Delight, Bethany (Christian Cullen - 
Spirit Of Beth) has been re-served by the super American sire.

Breeders Gavin Chin (Mosgiel) and Brian West (Studholme 
Bloodstock Limited, Coes Ford) will be hoping she can produce 
her fifth foal, which will be the only other full brother or sister to 
the 2016 and 2017 New Zealand Trotting Cup champion, Lazarus. 
Her other foals are by Art Major and American Ideal (twice).

“How could you change a formula like that? Sadly Bethany 
missed this season but you would be silly to go past Bettor’s 
Delight again wouldn’t you? Brian and I know that.

 “We are living every breeder’s dream. It’s still hard to believe that 
first Cup win let alone this week’s one. He’s an absolute freak 
pacer,” Chin said.

The Dunedin pharmacist travelled to Christchurch the day before 
Cup Day to attend the NRM Breeders Cup Eve function. There 
he and Brian received a replica of the gold NZ Trotting Cup for 
Lazarus’ winning feat in 2016. On Cup day this year he was then 
perched up in the viewing platform to watch Lazarus give them 
one in the 114th edition of the great race.

“I’d seen him twice in the last couple of months and both times 
he was as quiet as lamb. Almost the perfect horse both on and 
off the race-track,” Chin said.

He said he didn’t remember much of Lazarus’s 31st win in 36 
starts ($2,678,946).

“It was mostly a blur. I only saw the start and not much after 
Ricky May was tipped out of the cart. And then the last 200m I 
remember that. I’m still pricking myself.

“It would be great winning the Cup by a nose, but 10 and now 
five-and-three-quarter lengths. He’s an outright champion and 
it’s amazing to think he has never  finished further back than third 
in 36 starts.

“He has made this a small-time hobby breeder very happy,” 
Chin said.

Even though Lazarus’s 2007 dam Bethany was un-raced Chin 
still made an offer to Stuart Ballantyne after she failed as a race-
horse.

“I think Kerry Hoggard paid $86,000 for the mare at the Yearling 
Sales but when I rang his private trainer at the time (Gareth 
Dixon) he said she hit the ground too hard.

“I made Stuart a much reduced offer the second time I talked 
to him and he sold her to me. I knew the family had produced 
some good ones.  I wasn’t too perturbed she never made it as a 
racehorse because her price became more affordable,” Chin said.

It was while he was based in Christchurch he met Brian West of 
Studholme Bloodstock.

“I had my first horse with Brian. Her name was Box Office Hit. 
That was in 2000 and we have been friends ever since,” Chin 
said.

Lazarus (by Bettor’s Delight) was Bethany’s second foal. She has 
just recently left an American Ideal filly and has been put back to 
Bettor’s Delight.

Bethany’s Art Major yearling colt named Artstanding fetched 
$120,000 at this year’s New Zealand Premier Yearling Sale in 
Christchurch.

Lazarus fetched $75,000 at the 2014 New Zealand Premier 
Yearling Sale in Christchurch. He was then named Bettor Than 
The Best and was bought by Trevor Casey, Kevin Risely, and Phil 
and Glenys Kennard.

Chin has more recently bred from the 14-year-old Village Jasper - 
Smooth Rowan mare, Catherine Zeta. She has left him a Sweet 
Lou filly, which is a half-brother to the now exported (USA) six-
win) Grinfromeartoear gelding, Provocative Prince.
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Similar to Monkey Bones, who’s also bred on the Andover Hall/Valley Victory cross, The Pres is leaving more and 
more winners from one season to the next as well.
In NZ, 14 of his progeny saluted the judge in 2015/16; last season he sired 23 winners including the Breeders 
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($102,374), Eagle Galleon ($29,420), The Dominator ($15,910) and Woodstone ($12,565).

Jess Smith Interviews Gavin Chin and Brian West



C U P  E V E 
F U N C T I O N

All photos of the evening can be viewed at 
https://sarahclementsphotography63.pixieset.com/nzsba/ 

The Breeders NRM Cup Eve Function 
at Armstrong Prestige’s Christchurch 
Showroom

Cup Eve audience

Stacey Markham collecting Bettor’s Delight’s Australian breeding 
trophies for Woodlands NZ

Jack Harrington receiving a small touch-up before accepting 
Renezmae’s Australian 2YO trotting award

Trevor Casey with Ayra and Belle Son’s Dominion breeder’s 
certificates

Larissa and Joanne Ryder accepting NZ Cup breeder’s certificate 
for Jack’s Legend
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Aaron Lowe with Brad Reid

Maureen and Ray Beale the breeders of The Brooklyn Brawler

Faye Fletcher with Sunny Ruby’s breeder’s group trophy

Julie Magzhal accepting Habibti Ivy’s Australian award
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Passion, Pedigree, Performance

Tandias Courage with her He’s Watching Colt. 

Cozette Bromac with her Sunshine Beach Colt. 

www.bromaclodge.com  Bob McArdle +64 (0) 274 351 553  •  Farm: +64 3 349 6603

OUR YEARLING SALES PEDIGREES ARE NOW AVAILABLE ON OUR WEBSITE 

Based in Springs Road, Prebbleton just out

of Christchurch, New Zealand, Bromac Lodge
is always happy to receive visitors and show off their 

prized possessions. We welcome any enquires you 

may have about our operation.

For a full list of our mares and their pedigrees
as well as those available for lease, please visit
our website or contact us via the details below.

Bromac Lodge has worked hard
to bring together a band of high class 

exceptionally well bred broodmares 
covering a cross section of some of the best 

classic bred families in Harness Racing.

Our Mission is to breed only top quality 
horses. Bob McArdle has always taken 

a long-term view of the industry and 
we value our many long term returning 

customers and look forward to new
and happy buyers.

Cruz Bromac (Falcon Seelster – Crown Defender)
has paced the 3rd Fastest Ever Mile Rate in Australia
in 1.51.6 and continues to impress. 

LAZARUS  Harness Horse Of The Year, 2 NZ Cups – 13 Gr. 1’s

AUSTRALASIAN CLASSIC YEARLING SALE    Auckland – 12 February 2018
NEW ZEALAND PREMIER YEARLING SALE    Christchurch – 13 & 14 February 2018

N Z  Y E A R L I N G  S A L E S  2 0 1 8

SPANISH ARMADA  Harness Jewels, NZ Oaks – 6 Gr. 1’s

TEMPORALE  
Rowe Cup Gr. 1

ENGHIEN  Harness Jewels, NZ & Northern 
Trotting Derby Gr. 1’s

JACK MAC   
WA Golden Slipper, Pearl Classic Gr. 1’s

PO Box 292, Christchurch 8140, New Zealand

SPANKEM NZ Sires Stks Series Final Gr.1 MACH SHARD  Young Guns Cardigan Bay Stks Gr.1

QUITE A MOMENT National Trot Gr.1 EYRE I COME NZ Trotting Ch’Ship Gr.1

CHASE AUCKLAND  Sires Stks 3YO Final Gr.1KING OF SWING  Breeders Crown Gr.1, 2YO Colts/Geldings

ELLE MAC  NZ Sires Stks 2YO Fillies Classic Gr.1GLENFERRIE TYPHOON  Great Southern Star Gr.1

621 PGW Group Wins in 8 Seasons
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a long-term view of the industry and 
we value our many long term returning 

customers and look forward to new
and happy buyers.

Cruz Bromac (Falcon Seelster – Crown Defender)
has paced the 3rd Fastest Ever Mile Rate in Australia
in 1.51.6 and continues to impress. 

LAZARUS  Harness Horse Of The Year, 2 NZ Cups – 13 Gr. 1’s

AUSTRALASIAN CLASSIC YEARLING SALE    Auckland – 12 February 2018
NEW ZEALAND PREMIER YEARLING SALE    Christchurch – 13 & 14 February 2018

N Z  Y E A R L I N G  S A L E S  2 0 1 8

SPANISH ARMADA  Harness Jewels, NZ Oaks – 6 Gr. 1’s

TEMPORALE  
Rowe Cup Gr. 1

ENGHIEN  Harness Jewels, NZ & Northern 
Trotting Derby Gr. 1’s

JACK MAC   
WA Golden Slipper, Pearl Classic Gr. 1’s

PO Box 292, Christchurch 8140, New Zealand

SPANKEM NZ Sires Stks Series Final Gr.1 MACH SHARD  Young Guns Cardigan Bay Stks Gr.1

QUITE A MOMENT National Trot Gr.1 EYRE I COME NZ Trotting Ch’Ship Gr.1

CHASE AUCKLAND  Sires Stks 3YO Final Gr.1KING OF SWING  Breeders Crown Gr.1, 2YO Colts/Geldings

ELLE MAC  NZ Sires Stks 2YO Fillies Classic Gr.1GLENFERRIE TYPHOON  Great Southern Star Gr.1

621 PGW Group Wins in 8 Seasons
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AUSTRALASIAN CLASSIC YEARLING SALE 
SIRES INDEX 

 
 HIP SEX DAM   HIP SEX DAM   

 
ALTA CHRISTIANO 

 130 Colt ...... La Joconde 
AMERICAN IDEAL 

 83 Colt ...... Bliss 
 104 Colt ...... Copper Beach 
 84 Colt ...... Dana Maguire 
 107 Filly ...... Dream Holiday 
 100 Colt ...... Elegant Art 
 156 Colt ...... Hothooves 
 150 Colt ...... Lady Smack 
 172 Colt ...... Precious Mach 
 2 Colt ...... Readallaboutit 
 3 Colt ...... Reine Guinevere 
 25 Colt ...... Soul Sister 
 22 Colt ...... Taylor Kate 
 23 Colt ...... Tiger Cher 
 92 Filly ...... Tigerzureal 
 34 Colt ...... Toast To Cullen 

ANDOVER HALL 
 93 Colt ...... Cyberspace 
 43 Colt ...... Yankeedoosie 

ANGUS HALL 
 132 Colt ...... Landora's Image 
 86 Colt ...... Landoras Special 
 11 Colt ...... Sanchipola 

ART MAJOR 
 52 Filly ...... Alchemist 
 53 Filly ...... Angies Daughter 
 72 Colt ...... Big Lucy 
 77 Colt ...... Circus Flyer 
 89 Colt ...... Classic Nymph 
 91 Filly ...... Cyclone Annie 
 98 Filly ...... Czanyi 
 115 Colt ...... Delightful Dale 
 119 Filly ...... E J Becks 
 96 Colt ...... Eye Contact 
 111 Filly ...... Gold Elite 
 122 Colt ...... Highfields Diamond 
 149 Filly ...... High Society Gal 
 66 Filly ...... Idolise 
 128 Colt ...... Juniper Bromac 
 169 Filly ...... Maid In Splendour 
 159 Colt ...... Matambra 
 143 Filly ...... Meet Me In Mayfair 
 137 Filly ...... Millwood Minisota 
 153 Filly ...... Millwood Roxy 
 168 Colt ...... Millwood Touche 
 5 Filly ...... Rozelski 
 7 Filly ...... Safin 
 32 Colt ...... Shy Annie 
 38 Colt ...... Veste 

AUCKLAND REACTOR 
 99 Colt ...... Impish 

BACARDI LINDY 
 71 Colt ....... Cipollini 

BETTERTHANCHEDDAR 
 148 Colt ....... Hunua Honey 

BETTOR'S DELIGHT 
 60 Colt ....... A New Sensation 
 68 Filly ....... Angela's Dream 
 67 Colt ....... Beach Parade 
 62 Colt ....... Belle Joie 
 76 Colt ....... Black Maire 
 85 Colt ....... Changedown 
 69 Filly ....... Christy Maguire 
 101 Colt ....... Coca Vicola 
 78 Filly ....... Crackapaca 
 102 Colt ....... Dale Elinor 
 87 Colt ....... Delizioso 
 109 Colt ....... Diamonds Forever 
 105 Colt ....... Emeli Maguire 
 140 Colt ....... Gentle Audrey 
 114 Colt ....... Grace Way 
 152 Colt ....... Holly Madison 
 120 Colt ....... Ideal Pocket 
 141 Filly ....... Indulge 
 133 Filly ....... Its Showtime 
 139 Colt ....... Kristallina 
 157 Colt ....... Linda Grace 
 164 Filly ....... Maheer Princess 
 162 Colt ....... Mauresmo 
 135 Filly ....... Nicky's Delight 
 161 Filly ....... Norvic Dream 
 167 Colt ....... Pk Bunny 
 171 Filly ....... Pocketfullofposies 
 174 Colt ....... Pullover Brown 
 4 Filly ....... River Polka 
 12 Colt ....... Sirius Flight 
 24 Filly ....... Sloane Square 
 28 Filly ....... Smithie's Delight 
 9 Colt ....... Sossusvlei 
 13 Filly ....... Speights Girl 
 41 Colt ....... Steel The Light 
 17 Filly ....... Suidelike Meisie 
 26 Colt ....... Temepara Cullen 
 44 Filly ....... Timeless Perfection 
 29 Filly ....... Trigirl Brigade 
 49 Colt ....... Twice As Great 
 39 Filly ....... Yankee Dream 
 59 Filly ....... Zenola Starbuck 
 46 Colt ....... Zeta Bromac 
 47 Colt ....... Zingara 

CHRISTIAN CULLEN 
 103 Colt ....... Millwood Krystal 

DREAM VACATION 
 58 Filly ....... Brite Paula 
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AUSTRALASIAN CLASSIC YEARLING SALE 
SIRES INDEX 

 
 HIP SEX DAM   HIP SEX DAM   
 

HE'S WATCHING 
 138 Filly ...... May Fly 
 19 Colt ...... Silence Is Golden 
 31 Colt ...... Tandias Courage 
 30 Filly ...... Thebestamancanget 

LOVE YOU 
 63 Colt ...... Be Seein Ya 

MACH THREE 
 64 Filly ...... Angela Jane 
 56 Colt ...... Atomic Gold 
 65 Colt ...... Bishops Blessing 
 82 Filly ...... Cyathea 
 113 Filly ...... Dakota Grace 
 124 Colt ...... Desire Mhe 
 90 Filly ...... Diamonds And Dust 
 95 Filly ...... Exposay 
 131 Colt ...... Fight Fire With Fire 
 112 Colt ...... Hearty Lass 
 142 Colt ...... Matai Mies 
 155 Filly ...... Ohoka Moon 
 1 Colt ...... Racketeers Girl 
 10 Colt ...... Samantha Q 
 70 Colt ...... Tiger Tina 
 37 Colt ...... Twilight Beauty 
 88 Colt ...... Western Starr 

MAJESTIC SON 
 97 Filly ...... Family Robinson 
 165 Colt ...... Petite Sunrise 

MUSCLE HILL 
 123 Filly ...... Factor The Odds 
 127 Colt ...... Fear Factor 
 121 Colt ...... Iditarod 
 160 Colt ...... Love Ya Doosie 
 27 Filly ...... Regal Petite 
 57 Colt ...... Turbo Pat 

PEGASUS SPUR 
 94 Colt ...... Della's Speed 
 117 Colt ...... Katieellen Castleton 
 147 Colt ...... Landora's Jewel 
 16 Filly ...... Sun Isa 

QUAKER JET 
 125 Colt ...... Madam Heidi 
 158 Filly ...... Noodles 

SHADOW PLAY 
 40 Filly ...... The Blue Lotus 

SIR LINCOLN 
 45 Colt ...... Tigers Delight 

 
 

SOMEBEACHSOMEWHERE 
 51 Filly ....... Affairs Are Bettor 
 55 Filly ....... Affairs Of State 
 81 Colt ....... Braeside Lady 
 106 Colt ....... Dancing Diamonds 
 110 Filly ....... Dancingonmoonlight 
 108 Colt ....... Forever Royal 
 136 Colt ....... Gentle Anvil 
 145 Filly ....... Good On Top 
 129 Colt ....... Hill Of Gold 
 134 Filly ....... Lady Cullen 
 151 Colt ....... Miley Maguire 
 173 Colt ....... Princess Arts 
 175 Colt ....... Pure Magic 
 6 Colt ....... Saddle Ridge 
 18 Colt ....... She's An Angel 
 14 Colt ....... Sky Beauty 
 20 Colt ....... Tara Maguire 
 42 Filly ....... Unrehearsed 

SPORTSWRITER 
 33 Colt ....... Athena Matai 
 146 Colt ....... Miss Moonlite Shadow 
 75 Colt ....... West End 

SUNSHINE BEACH 
 73 Colt ....... Alta Panache 
 118 Filly ....... Millwood Manhattan 

SWEET LOU 
 61 Filly ....... American Sweetheart 
 74 Colt ....... Bettor Romance 
 80 Colt ....... Can't Teach That 
 79 Colt ....... Dreamy Delight 
 116 Colt ....... Heart Of Jessie 
 126 Filly ....... In Hollywood 
 144 Colt ....... La Bastille 
 163 Colt ....... Love A Gamble 
 154 Colt ....... My Little Princess 
 166 Colt ....... Pacing Delight 
 8 Colt ....... Running On Faith 
 15 Colt ....... Run To Vegas 
 21 Filly ....... She's Heavenly 
 35 Colt ....... Spirit Of Eros 
 48 Colt ....... Tricky Girl 
 54 Colt ....... Walk Of Fame 

TERROR TO LOVE 
 50 Filly ....... Albuquerque 

THE BEST MADRIK 
 170 Filly ....... Playmate Of The Year 

TINTIN IN AMERICA 
 36 Colt ....... Wicklow Express

 

NEW ZEALAND PREMIER PACING SESSION 
SIRES INDEX 

 
 HIP SEX DAM  HIP SEX DAM  

 
AMERICAN IDEAL 

 309 Colt ...... Bella Me 
 318 Colt ...... Chloe Finn 
 319 Filly ...... De Lovely 
 343 Filly ...... Fremantle Sunset 
 362 Filly ...... Harem Franco 
 366 Colt ...... Hot Shoe Shuffle 
 349 Colt ...... Hurricane Dancer 
 380 Colt ...... Kate's Rocket 
 358 Colt ...... Lollapaloosa Midfrew 
 392 Colt ...... Lulabelle Midfrew 
 412 Colt ...... Northview Desire 
 413 Colt ...... One Christian 
 423 Colt ...... Pocket Conquest 
 427 Colt ...... Putting On The Glitz 
 235 Colt ...... River Towel 
 247 Filly ...... Sabellian 
 267 Filly ...... Tasmcmanian 
 279 Colt ...... Whale Watcher 

A ROCKNROLL DANCE 
 303 Colt ...... Beaudiene Beaut Babe 
 324 Colt ...... Brilliant Chevron 
 314 Colt ...... Cherish A Franco 
 351 Colt ...... Goodness Gracious Me 
 384 Colt ...... Laurent 
 239 Filly ...... Rock Diva 
 297 Colt ...... Young Tegan 

ART MAJOR 
 304 Colt ...... Armainapocket 
 295 Colt ...... Ask Me Christian 
 299 Colt ...... Batini 
 302 Colt ...... Belmont Fire 
 305 Filly ...... Bettor Think Twice 
 307 Colt ...... Breath Of Life 
 312 Filly ...... Cantina 
 320 Filly ...... Change Time 
 333 Colt ...... Collectable 
 331 Filly ...... Diamond Bright 
 364 Colt ...... Flo Jo 
 341 Filly ...... Free As A Bird 
 355 Colt ...... Have A Go Franco 
 356 Colt ...... Hi Life Franco 
 348 Filly ...... Holly Robyn 
 365 Colt ...... Honour Lady 
 378 Filly ...... Imaginary Bet 
 377 Colt ...... In Bloom 
 369 Filly ...... Isabella Anvil 
 410 Filly ...... Isla Bromac 
 371 Colt ...... Jazz Franco 
 388 Colt ...... Jen Marie 
 387 Filly ...... Joanne's A Delight 
 390 Colt ...... Kabet 
 383 Filly ...... Lady Of The Dawn 

 372 Filly ....... Lily Lancome 
 386 Filly ....... Love The Odds 
 408 Filly ....... Lulli Midfrew 
 396 Colt ....... Northern Courage 
 420 Filly ....... Pembrook's Delight 
 422 Colt ....... Pita Pocket 
 424 Colt ....... Presidential Sweet 
 425 Colt ....... Pride N Joy 
 226 Filly ....... Quote Me 
 228 Colt ....... Reality Check 
 232 Filly ....... Return To Gold 
 240 Filly ....... Shakeilah 
 241 Colt ....... Shards A Flyin 
 257 Filly ....... Shards Echo 
 259 Filly ....... Suzys Delight 
 276 Filly ....... Tatijana Bromac 
 277 Colt ....... The Secret 
 269 Colt ....... Twilight Rascal 
 281 Colt ....... Whyamibettor 
 285 Colt ....... Zest Philly 

AUCKLAND REACTOR 
 323 Colt ....... Bettor Go 
 238 Colt ....... Rafiki 
 244 Colt ....... Romancing Bromac 
 250 Filly ....... Sparks Under Fire 

BETTERTHANCHEDDAR 
 234 Colt ....... Riverboat Royce 
 260 Colt ....... Swift Belle 

BETTOR'S DELIGHT 
 291 Colt ....... Absolutely Flyin 
 274 Filly ....... Adore To Our Dreams 
 282 Colt ....... Allura 
 292 Colt ....... Beaudiene Bad Babe 
 300 Filly ....... Belle Arising 
 306 Colt ....... Blackbird Fly 
 311 Filly ....... Caitlin Banner 
 313 Colt ....... Cha Cha Bromac 
 315 Colt ....... Chicago Blues 
 317 Filly ....... Christian Dreamer 
 335 Filly ....... Classy Beach 
 325 Colt ....... Corbell 
 308 Colt ....... Cracker Anvil 
 326 Filly ....... Cracker Kate 
 340 Filly ....... Cullens Counsel 
 332 Filly ....... Divine Diva 
 346 Colt ....... Dudinka's Star 
 352 Filly ....... Elly May Clampett 
 336 Filly ....... Elusive Chick 
 357 Colt ....... Flying Mrs Williams 
 327 Colt ....... Fortune Lover 
 376 Filly ....... Gail Devers 
 334 Filly ....... Gem Power 
 353 Colt ....... Glenferrie EJ 
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SIRES INDEX 
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NEW ZEALAND PREMIER PACING SESSION 
SIRES INDEX 

 
 HIP SEX DAM  HIP SEX DAM  
 
 342 Colt ...... Good As Gold 
 354 Colt ...... Good Girl Becqui 
 360 Colt ...... Heavenly Franco 
 370 Filly ...... Ideal Power 
 368 Colt ...... Invigorate 
 385 Colt ...... L'Oiseau De Nuit 
 389 Colt ...... Loyal Arden 
 391 Colt ...... Lucca Franco 
 395 Colt ...... Mashika 
 398 Colt ...... Miss Bubbles 
 399 Colt ...... Miss Moonlite 
 402 Filly ...... My Style 
 397 Colt ...... Mywayorthehighway 
 403 Filly ...... Natal Franco 
 404 Colt ...... Nearea Franco 
 407 Filly ...... Nicky's Ideal 
 417 Colt ...... Nicky's Power 
 409 Filly ...... Nitouche Franco 
 415 Colt ...... Opulent 
 419 Colt ...... Pembrook Belle 
 426 Colt ...... Princess Of Diamonds 
 230 Filly ...... Regret 
 251 Colt ...... Rona Lorraine 
 263 Colt ...... Secret Lotion 
 270 Filly ...... Secret Potion 
 237 Filly ...... Solandra 
 252 Colt ...... Star Of Venus 
 254 Colt ...... Styx Sleeknfleet 
 256 Colt ...... Surf And Sand 
 246 Colt ...... Tandias Bromac 
 248 Filly ...... Tanisa Bromac 
 275 Filly ...... Tara Tralee 
 288 Colt ...... Te Amo Bromac 
 265 Filly ...... Tory Franco 
 289 Colt ...... Tricky Woman 
 298 Filly ...... Wat A Woman 
 273 Filly ...... Western Dream 
 278 Colt ...... Western Mist 
 280 Colt ...... When You're Hot 
 286 Colt ...... Zoe's Charm 

CHRISTIAN CULLEN 
 418 Filly ...... Party Girl Becqui 
 272 Colt ...... Walk This Way 
 287 Colt ...... Wings Of Desire 

HE'S WATCHING 
 347 Colt ...... Cozette Bromac 
 344 Filly ...... Front Cover Lover 
 375 Colt ...... Jessica Rose 
 382 Colt ...... Kiwi Summer 
 414 Colt ...... Onedin Emerald 
 258 Colt ...... Suvarno Hanover 

MACH THREE 
 293 Colt ...... A Good Kiwi Chick 

 294 Filly ....... Asajah 
 321 Colt ....... Brooklyn Dream 
 328 Colt ....... Cracklin Rosie 
 337 Colt ....... Fleet's Pocket 
 361 Colt ....... Flyover 
 338 Colt ....... Forbidden 
 350 Filly ....... Genes West 
 400 Filly ....... Inspiring Dash 
 373 Colt ....... Jennalee 
 394 Filly ....... Maravu Haley 
 406 Filly ....... Motu Living Doll 
 405 Colt ....... Nelly Furtado 
 411 Filly ....... Northern Franco 
 416 Colt ....... Paradise City 
 225 Colt ....... Queen Of The Crop 
 227 Colt ....... Raindowne 
 231 Colt ....... Rejoicing 
 243 Colt ....... Socialiser 
 268 Colt ....... Stradowan 
 253 Colt ....... Stylish Onedin 
 262 Colt ....... Syriana 

ROCKNROLL HANOVER 
 264 Colt ....... Tact Lizzie 

SHADYSHARK HANOVER 
 271 Filly ....... Tuapeka Art 

SIR LINCOLN 
 401 Colt ....... Mullaghmore 
 421 Colt ....... Penscroft 

SOMEBEACHSOMEWHERE 
 290 Colt ....... Abbey Row 
 310 Filly ....... Ardensplace 
 301 Colt ....... Bedtime 
 322 Filly ....... Christian Watch 
 345 Colt ....... Fullofjoy 
 359 Filly ....... Hit The Spot 
 363 Colt ....... Lancome 
 393 Colt ....... Magicol Topaz 
 229 Colt ....... Redheadedwildflower 
 236 Colt ....... Rockahula Arden 
 249 Colt ....... Rocknroll Arden 
 261 Colt ....... Southwind Arden 
 255 Colt ....... The Fascinator 
 284 Colt ....... Under The Odds 
 283 Colt ....... Winter Rose 

SPORTSWRITER 
 367 Colt ....... Holm's Spirit 
 374 Colt ....... Lucasta Midfrew 
 242 Colt ....... Shard's Fantasy 
 266 Colt ....... Tamarind 

SUNSHINE BEACH 
 296 Filly ....... Agnes Patron 
 316 Colt ....... Child In Time 
 329 Colt ....... Congo Breeze 

NEW ZEALAND PREMIER PACING SESSION 
SIRES INDEX 

 
 HIP SEX DAM  HIP SEX DAM  
 
 233 Colt ...... Riverboat Rosie 

TERROR TO LOVE 
 379 Colt ...... Kamwood Cully 

WASHINGTON VC 
 330 Colt ...... Cullens Katching 

 381 Colt ....... Kilmorich 
WELL SAID 

 339 Colt ....... Forever Now 
 245 Colt ....... Southern Delight
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ANDOVER HALL 

 193 Colt ...... Anreca Hest 
 208 Colt ...... Insist 
 210 Colt ...... Jacanti Franco 
 219 Colt ...... Margaritaville 
 197 Colt ...... Sunny Moment 

ANGUS HALL 
 215 Colt ...... Glenferrie Jade 
 211 Colt ...... Landora's Pearl 
 180 Colt ...... Spin Ya Wheels 
 184 Colt ...... Sun Mist 

DREAM VACATION 
 207 Filly ...... Chiola Belle 
 185 Filly ...... The Enforcer 

LOVE YOU 
 204 Colt ...... Focus On Me 
 206 Filly ...... Hot Vacation 
 218 Colt ...... Lough Beg 
 220 Filly ...... Micro Chip 
 221 Colt ...... One Over Kenny 

LUCKY CHUCKY 
 201 Filly ...... Glenferrie Slipper 

MAJESTIC SON 
 192 Colt ...... Aria Abbe 
 190 Colt ...... Armbro Demon 
 199 Filly ...... A Touch Of Sun 
 198 Colt ...... Corker Moment 
 200 Filly ...... Dalriada Abbe 
 209 Colt ...... Ensure 
 216 Colt ...... Kristal Gazer 
 223 Colt ...... One Under Kenny 

 176 Colt ....... Rae Galleon 
 205 Colt ....... The Bog 

MASTER GLIDE 
 213 Filly ....... J D Pat 

MONARCHY 
 179 Filly ....... Shutterup 
 187 Filly ....... Summer Solstice 
 195 Colt ....... Sunny Sierra 

MUSCLE HILL 
 203 Colt ....... Duchess Diedre 
 202 Colt ....... Juneamy Castleton 
 217 Colt ....... Lady Midnight 
 212 Filly ....... Maysoon 
 224 Colt ....... Paramount Faith 
 189 Filly ....... Solar Powered 
 181 Colt ....... Toomuch To Do 
 186 Filly ....... Triple A 
 196 Filly ....... Vacanza 
 194 Filly ....... Without Fear 

PEAK 
 214 Filly ....... Juverna 
 222 Colt ....... Kazzle Dazzle 
 178 Filly ....... Sapient 
 182 Colt ....... Spirit Of The Sun 
 188 Colt ....... Successor 

PEGASUS SPUR 
 183 Colt ....... Sueno 

TRIXTON 
 177 Colt ....... Run A Tab 
 191 Filly ....... Viola Eyre
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NEW ZEALAND PREMIER SUPPLEMENTARY SESSION 
SIRES INDEX 

 
 HIP SEX DAM  HIP SEX DAM  

 
AMERICAN IDEAL 

 438 Colt ...... Abby Story 
 466 Filly ...... Gretna's Best 

A ROCKNROLL DANCE 
 453 Colt ...... Citybabe 
 443 Colt ...... Edinburgh Franco 
 473 Filly ...... Jenna Franco 
 471 Colt ...... Magical Macey 
 482 Colt ...... Monkey Bay 
 485 Colt ...... Motu Make A Splash 

ART MAJOR 
 479 Colt ...... Lucinda Midfrew 
 428 Colt ...... Raconteur 
 441 Filly ...... Shipshewana Flight 
 440 Filly ...... Vanya Cullen 

AUCKLAND REACTOR 
 439 Filly ...... Alcheringa 
 437 Filly ...... Ask Me Falcon 
 447 Filly ...... Belle Elect 
 461 Colt ...... Curve 
 463 Colt ...... Elite Lass 
 460 Filly ...... Ella Sue 
 470 Filly ...... Jacaranda 

BETTERTHANCHEDDAR 
 468 Filly ...... Great Philly 
 474 Colt ...... Jet Spirit 
 483 Filly ...... Morad 

BIG JIM 
 435 Filly ...... Tact Aunty 

CHRISTIAN CULLEN 
 451 Colt ...... Ella Franco 

FALCON SEELSTER 
 465 Colt ...... Firemadoc 

GOLD ACE 
 448 Colt ...... Brookside Babe 
 457 Colt ...... Fast Winger 
 472 Filly ...... Fiery Jane 
 481 Filly ...... Hanover Fair 

HE'S WATCHING 
 454 Filly ...... Consumate 
 462 Filly ...... Dream After Dark 
 480 Colt ...... Kamwood Smarty 

 477 Colt ....... Lady Tala 
 486 Colt ....... Pure Octane 
 432 Colt ....... Star N Diamonds 

MACH THREE 
 469 Colt ....... Motu Ironlady 

MASTER GLIDE 
 467 Filly ....... Enchant 

PANSPACIFICFLIGHT 
 445 Filly ....... Ardenart 

PEAK 
 442 Filly ....... Arf'a Guinness 
 436 Filly ....... Tilly The Filly 

ROCKNROLL HANOVER 
 456 Colt ....... Beaudiene Quick Chic 

SHADOW PLAY 
 459 Colt ....... Darkofthemoon 
 429 Filly ....... Sagrantino 
 431 Colt ....... Speedy Falcon 

SHADYSHARK HANOVER 
 475 Filly ....... Fortuno 

SIR LINCOLN 
 449 Filly ....... Canterbury Flame 
 458 Colt ....... Classiealba 
 430 Filly ....... Simply Irresistable 

SPORTSWRITER 
 478 Filly ....... Let It Be 

SUNSHINE BEACH 
 464 Filly ....... Classy Fleet 
 476 Colt ....... Kotare Yedo 

SWEET LOU 
 455 Colt ....... Beta Matao 
 433 Filly ....... Strathtara 

TERROR TO LOVE 
 446 Colt ....... Baywatch 
 484 Colt ....... Hallie Parker 

TINTIN IN AMERICA 
 452 Colt ....... Ciccio Star 

WASHINGTON VC 
 450 Colt ....... Cee Ash 
 434 Colt ....... Supreme Holmes 

WELL SAID 
 444 Filly ....... Amaretto Bromac
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Supplied courtesy PGG Wrightson Standardbreds, catalogues available 1 December 2017
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Summary Paper for the NZSBA
Wednesday 22nd November 2017

Please find below a brief summary of the N.Z Sires Stakes 
Board meeting held at Addington Raceway on Wednesday 15th 
November 2017.

     • Discussion Paper for Club Contribution for NZSSB  
     Administered Races:

     Members from HRNZ, NZMTC & ATC joined the Sires Stakes   
     Board meeting on a discussion around Club Contributions  
     for NZSSB races to ensure that when additional funding is  
     received these races are also considered.   It was agreed that  
     this meeting should be on an annual basis. 

     • Harness 5000 Or Harness 6000:

     This was discussed as to whether we should move to sires  
     with an advertised service fee of $6000 or leave as is. It was  
     decided to leave at $5000 and this will be reviewed each year.

     • Series Conditions: 

     The following listed series below were on the agenda to be  
     approved, some minor clauses were adjusted to each which  
     will be published once conditions are released and approved.

     Sires Stakes Series Conditions No 37
     Nevele R Fillies Series Conditions No 43

     One change included in these foal conditions is that both the  
     foal and yearling sustaining payment levels will need to be  
     made to be eligible the “conditioned” races that will be 
     associated with those series.

     • Stake Increases for NZ Yearling Sales Series

     The following Races have been approved for Stake Increases.

     PGG Wrightson Sales Series 26 3YO Open Pace, original stake    
     $200,000 going to $230,000
     PGG Wrightson Sales Series 26 3YO Fillies Pace, original stake  
     $150,000 going to $165,000
     PGG Wrightson Sales Series 26 3YO Trot, original stake  
     $70,000 going to $80,000

     PGG Wrightson Sales Series 27 2YO Open Pace, original stake   
     $175,000 going to $200,000
     PGG Wrightson Sales Series 27 2YO Trot, original stake  
     $65,000 going to $70,000

     • New Chairman

     Graeme Henley has stepped down as Chairman after 20 years     
     on the Board.
     Cleland Murdoch was appointed as the N.Z Sires Stakes  
     Chairman and Peter Evans is Vice Chairman.  Bruce Barlass  
     was reappointed as Treasurer. NZSBA are to advise who  
     their new North Island Studmasters’ representative will  
     be very shortly. Kevin Townley advised that he would      
     be stepping down as the Trainers’ and Drivers’ representative.   
     A new representative to be advised.

     • Added for Discussion for March 2018 meeting:

➢• Investigate the introduction of a Sires Stakes race for 3YO   
     trotting fillies
➢• with expansion to a series in the future. 
➢• Branding update – Bruce Barlass.
➢• Bonus being added onto the “New Gem Races” for Yearling    
     Sales staked horses only.
     • New Online system through HRNZ I.T department for    
     Sires Stakes payments, Darrin Williams already in discussions  
     regarding this.
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Twenty-five years ago, veterinarian partners Charles Roberts and Andrew Grierson had a vision that would see 
the world’s best standardbred stallions stand at the now South Auckland powerhouse stud that would become 
known as Woodlands Stud. Like any vision, there was doubts, sleepless nights and tough decisions. 

Racing is a cut throat vocation, results driven and things can change in a heartbeat but the rewards, sometimes 
however fleeting, outweigh the tough times. The business has evolved over the past twenty-five years to meet 
the market and achieve the vision, to give Australasian breeders access to the world class bloodlines. 

For all the stallions that have stood at Woodlands Stud, one horse casts the biggest shadow over the industry’s 
breeding shed, his name is Bettor’s Delight. History says he is the greatest and we pinch ourselves every time 
we utter his name. His reach, will run for many decades to come and, nobody could have foreseen the impact 
this stallion would have. 

For Woodlands Stud, the breeding game is a 365 day per year business, we run multiple farms, bred to sell 
at weanling and yearling sales, transport semen all over Australia and New Zealand, race over 25 horses via 
syndicates, sponsor within the industry and also outside it. Our efforts were recognised when we were awarded 
the prestigious New Zealand Breeder of the Year title in 2016

Our stallions are all quality and we aim to offer you only the best, which is a clear point of difference from our 
competitors. We are about quality not quantity. In a tough market place our stallions dominant racing across the 
age groups throughout Australasia.
 
In a results driven business our stallions stand head and shoulders above our opposition. As Breeders it should 
also give you confidence that we can (& do) support our stallions like no other stud.  Our 125+ broodmares only 
go to the best, which should give you the confidence to do so too. 

We thank everybody who has supported us in this vision, who knows what the next twenty-five years will 
bring.....

Celebrating 25 Years of World Class Breeding 

Woodlands Stud Bettor’s Delight

woodlandsstud.co.nz
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E x t r a 
Flying Isa Baltic Eagle  

Caribbean Blaster Adore Me Ideal 
Scott Christian Cullen Baileys Dream  DB 

Bopper Tupelo Rose Stirling Kiwi Tricky Vic  
Beautide Arden Rooney 

Gold Ace  
Double Dream 
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Under Fire
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Wilma’s Mate 

I d e a l B e l l e
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Paramount Gee 
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Midfrew The Faithful 
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Delight Me Bit of 
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Orange Agent Highview Tommy Ideal For 

Real Bettor than Special  More the Bettor 
Under Cover Lover Mega Dream  Ideal Alice 
Suave Stuey Lombo  Spanish Armada      

My Hard Copy Soho Tribeca Tiger Tara    
Ohoka Punter Bettor’s Fire Besotted Bettor’s 
Strike Changeover  Border Control Cheer The 
Lady Chase the Dream Bettor Cover Lover 
Scuse Me 
One Dream 
P a r t y o n  
Copper Beach 
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American 
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Carabella Start Dreaming 
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2017/18 Service Fee: 
$1,500 + GST 

*No further discounts apply 
Highview Tommy

The bigger the crowd, the better he went!
Millionaire Son of The King – ‘Bettor’s Delight’ out of Christian 
Cullen mare, Harness Racing’s hottest cross ‘down under’

2YO of his generation - incl 2YO wins in the Harness Jewels
and Welcome Stakes 

Group1 Winning Grand Circuit performer - incl. Ballarat Cup 
winner beating Smoken Up and Sushi Sushi, two x NZ Trotting 
Cup place-getter

A stunning individual who has thrown athletic progeny

Progeny have broken in to rave reviews as they can’t be
faulted. Intelligent, easy to work with and beautifully gaited

 woodlandsstud.co.nz

2017/18 Service Fee: 
$3,000 + GST 

*Discounts can apply 
Pegasus Spur

An Elite Australasian Trotting Sire
A stallion with a phenomenal record from only 476 Live foals in
Australasia.

49% starters to winners percentage in New Zealand

Sire of multiple Breeders Crown and Harness Jewels winners
Sire of multiple Victorian Trotting Derby winners

Leading sire on $$ average in Australia
Sire of multiple Group1 winning super mare – Wilma’s Mate,
Sire of open class Star – Speeding Spur

Easily the best value for money trotting stallion standing ‘down
under’.

Fresh not frozen = reduced breeding costs!

The outcross sire you’ve been screaming for!
Out of a twice Pacing Broodmare of the Year, the only mare in the USA to produce two sub 1.48 
winners, the other being his half-brother Bettor Sweet ($2.7million - 1.47.2)

The fastest 2YO in harness history, 1.49.0 defeating A Rocknroll Dance by 7/12 Lengths in the 
Breeders Crown

World Record Holder on a 5/8 track – 1.47.0

His progeny are strong, intelligent and very athletic

His yearling Class of 2017 at Lexington, Kentucky produced astonishing results. A number of 
lots sold for in excess of $100,000+ with an average of $76,778

His family remains the hottest family in America. Sweet Lou’s half-sister’s daughter, 
Youaremycandygirl, was a recent winner of the Breeders’ Crown and is also currently the 
fastest 2YO filly in history after pacing 1.50 to win at the Red Mile

Sweet Lou 2017/18 Service Fee: 
$1,500 + GST 

*No further discounts apply 
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Easily the best value for money trotting stallion standing ‘down
under’.

Fresh not frozen = reduced breeding costs!

Sire of open class stars - Speeding Spur and Maori Time
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2017/18 Service Fee: 
$8,000 + GST 

*Discounts can apply American Ideal
The Dominant Dual Hemisphere Stallion
Progeny have won over $10,000,000 ‘down under’

Leading New York Sire in 2016 outpacing Art Major, Roll With 
Joe, Rock N Roll Heaven with ease

2nd Leading sire in Australia on $$$ average 2015/16 and 
again for the current 2016/17 season

American Ideal and Bettor’s Delight are the only stallions in the 
Australian Top 15 with a 50% + starters to 2YO winners statistic 
this season

Strong 2017 Yearling Sales Averages Australian Pacing Gold, 
$42,833 - PGG Wrightson Sales, $25,875 

woodlandsstud.co.nz

2017/18 Service Fee: 
$6,000 + GST 

*Discounts can apply 
Sweet Lou

The outcross stallion the industry is screaming for
The fastest 2YO in harness history – 1.49.0, Breeders Crown 
defeating A Rocknroll Dance by 7 1/2 lengths

World Record Holder on a 5/8 track – 1.47.0

Won a staggering $3.4 million in stakes

Served three full books in North America

His foals, are strong, intelligent and are very athletic

First public weanling at auction sold for USD $80,000
Outstanding weanling sales results in New Zealand. 
Snapped up by the likes of Tony Herlihy, Ray Green Cran 
Dalgety and Brent Mangos we have every confidence they’ll 
go on to be a sweet success on the track

BOOK EARLY AND SAVE! Book your mare into Sweet Lou before 1st September 2017 and we’ll give you an 
early bird discount of $2,000 reducing his service fee to only $4,000 + GST

2017/18 Service Fee: 
$4,000 + GST 

*Discounts can apply  Crazed (Frozen)
A proven producer of high calibre trotters
Millionaire son of Credit Winner

Progeny have won over USD $15,000,000
Sire of 4 winners - $750,000 + 
Sire of 6 winners - $500,000 +

Sire of Crazy Wow 1.51.1 - $1.5million in stakes

Sire of 2015 Older Male trotter USA & World Record Holder 
J L Cruze 1.49.4. 

Dominant New York Sire Stakes player

A great outcross sire - perfect for those mares with Earl, Pine Chip, 
Pegasus Spur, Angus Hall & Valley Victory in their bloodlines

woodlandsstud.co.nz

Stallion Bookings & Test Matings can be made at www.woodlandsstud.co.nz/bookings 
or by contacting

Australia: Mark Hughes - mark@woodlandssstud.co.nz - 04 51 650 707

New Zealand: Charlotte Mooney - charlotte@woodlandsstud.co.nz - 021 595 492

Pregnancy Results: Please email 14, 28 & final results to results@woodlandsstud.co.nz

We wish you a prosperous 2017/18 Breeding Season and look forward to working with you
 to achieve your Breeding goals 
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Pegasus Spur

An Elite Australasian Trotting Sire
A stallion with a phenomenal record from only 476 Live foals in
Australasia.

49% starters to winners percentage in New Zealand

Sire of multiple Breeders Crown and Harness Jewels winners
Sire of multiple Victorian Trotting Derby winners

Leading sire on $$ average in Australia
Sire of multiple Group1 winning super mare – Wilma’s Mate,
Sire of open class Star – Speeding Spur

Easily the best value for money trotting stallion standing ‘down
under’.

Fresh not frozen = reduced breeding costs!

NAME SIRE DAM SEX BIRTH DATE
Art Nouveau American Ideal Elegant Art Colt 22.08.16
Constellation Pegasus Spur Dellas Speed Colt 02.10.16

Delightful Smithie Bettor's Delight Smithies Delight Filly 04.11.16
Doctor Love Sweet Lou Spirit Of Eros Colt 29.11.16

Dyslexic Sweet Lou Cant Teach That Colt 01.12.16
Georgieva Bettor's Delight Kristallina Colt 28.10.16
Ideal Agent American Ideal Lady Smack Colt 22.10.16
Im A Gigolo Sweet Lou Bettor Romance Colt 03.10.16
Italian Lad Bettor's Delight Delizioso Colt 03.11.16
Leconte Bettor’s Delight Mauresmo Colt 05.12.16
Line Up Bettor's Delight Beach Parade Colt 13.09.16

Man Of Action Bettor's Delight Grace Way Colt 25.11.16
Marathon Man Sweet Lou Running On Faith Colt 18.10.16
Miss Limelight Bettor's Delight Its Showtime Filly 20.11.16

New York Press American Ideal Readallaboutit Colt 11.11.16
Pacing Lou Sweet Lou Pacing Delight Colt 18.08.16
Pinup Boy Sweet Lou Walk Of Fame Colt 26.09.16

Pocket The Cash Bettor's Delight Ideal Pocket Colt 23.11.16
Posy Bettor's Delight Pocketfullofposies Filly 20.09.16

Smooth Deal Bettor's Delight Linda Grace Colt 19.09.16
Steel The  Show Bettor's Delight Steel The Light Colt 27.09.16

Sweet Deal Sweet Lou American Sweetheart Filly 23.10.16
Sweet Heaven Sweet Lou Shes Heavenly Filly 01.10.16

Sweet Holly Sweet Lou In Hollywood Filly 22.10.16
Sweet Mach Sweet Lou La Bastille Colt 29.10.16
Tricky Man Sweet Lou Tricky Girl Colt 28.08.16

Viva Las Vegas Sweet Lou Run To Vegas Colt 09.11.16
Woolfie Mac Bettor’s Delight Emeli Maguire Colt 06.10.16

2018 PGG Wrightson Classic Yearling Sale Draft

For more information on Woodlands Stud visit www.woodlandsstud.co.nz or contact:

Australia: Mark Hughes - mark@woodlandsstud.co.nz - 04 51 650 707

New Zealand: Stacey Markham - stacey@woodlandsstud.co.nz - 021 595 492

Karaka   |   Monday 2th Fenruary, 2018
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A great outcross sire - perfect for those mares with Earl, Pine Chip, 
Pegasus Spur, Angus Hall & Valley Victory in their bloodlines

woodlandsstud.co.nz

Stallion Bookings & Test Matings can be made at www.woodlandsstud.co.nz/bookings 
or by contacting

Australia: Mark Hughes - mark@woodlandssstud.co.nz - 04 51 650 707

New Zealand: Charlotte Mooney - charlotte@woodlandsstud.co.nz - 021 595 492

Pregnancy Results: Please email 14, 28 & final results to results@woodlandsstud.co.nz

We wish you a prosperous 2017/18 Breeding Season and look forward to working with you
 to achieve your Breeding goals 

 

 

2017/18 Service Fee: 
$1,500 + GST 

*No further discounts apply 
Highview Tommy

The bigger the crowd, the better he went!
Millionaire Son of The King – ‘Bettor’s Delight’ out of Christian 
Cullen mare, Harness Racing’s hottest cross ‘down under’

2YO of his generation - incl 2YO wins in the Harness Jewels
and Welcome Stakes 

Group1 Winning Grand Circuit performer - incl. Ballarat Cup 
winner beating Smoken Up and Sushi Sushi, two x NZ Trotting 
Cup place-getter

A stunning individual who has thrown athletic progeny

Progeny have broken in to rave reviews as they can’t be
faulted. Intelligent, easy to work with and beautifully gaited

 woodlandsstud.co.nz

2017/18 Service Fee: 
$3,000 + GST 

*Discounts can apply 
Pegasus Spur

An Elite Australasian Trotting Sire
A stallion with a phenomenal record from only 476 Live foals in
Australasia.

49% starters to winners percentage in New Zealand

Sire of multiple Breeders Crown and Harness Jewels winners
Sire of multiple Victorian Trotting Derby winners

Leading sire on $$ average in Australia
Sire of multiple Group1 winning super mare – Wilma’s Mate,
Sire of open class Star – Speeding Spur

Easily the best value for money trotting stallion standing ‘down
under’.

Fresh not frozen = reduced breeding costs!

NAME SIRE DAM SEX BIRTH DATE
Art Nouveau American Ideal Elegant Art Colt 22.08.16
Constellation Pegasus Spur Dellas Speed Colt 02.10.16

Delightful Smithie Bettor's Delight Smithies Delight Filly 04.11.16
Doctor Love Sweet Lou Spirit Of Eros Colt 29.11.16

Dyslexic Sweet Lou Cant Teach That Colt 01.12.16
Georgieva Bettor's Delight Kristallina Colt 28.10.16
Ideal Agent American Ideal Lady Smack Colt 22.10.16
Im A Gigolo Sweet Lou Bettor Romance Colt 03.10.16
Italian Lad Bettor's Delight Delizioso Colt 03.11.16
Leconte Bettor’s Delight Mauresmo Colt 05.12.16
Line Up Bettor's Delight Beach Parade Colt 13.09.16

Man Of Action Bettor's Delight Grace Way Colt 25.11.16
Marathon Man Sweet Lou Running On Faith Colt 18.10.16
Miss Limelight Bettor's Delight Its Showtime Filly 20.11.16

New York Press American Ideal Readallaboutit Colt 11.11.16
Pacing Lou Sweet Lou Pacing Delight Colt 18.08.16
Pinup Boy Sweet Lou Walk Of Fame Colt 26.09.16

Pocket The Cash Bettor's Delight Ideal Pocket Colt 23.11.16
Posy Bettor's Delight Pocketfullofposies Filly 20.09.16

Smooth Deal Bettor's Delight Linda Grace Colt 19.09.16
Steel The  Show Bettor's Delight Steel The Light Colt 27.09.16

Sweet Deal Sweet Lou American Sweetheart Filly 23.10.16
Sweet Heaven Sweet Lou Shes Heavenly Filly 01.10.16

Sweet Holly Sweet Lou In Hollywood Filly 22.10.16
Sweet Mach Sweet Lou La Bastille Colt 29.10.16
Tricky Man Sweet Lou Tricky Girl Colt 28.08.16

Viva Las Vegas Sweet Lou Run To Vegas Colt 09.11.16
Woolfie Mac Bettor’s Delight Emeli Maguire Colt 06.10.16

For more information on Woodlands Stud visit www.woodlandsstud.co.nz or contact:

Australia: Mark Hughes - mark@woodlandsstud.co.nz - 04 51 650 707

New Zealand: Stacey Markham - stacey@woodlandsstud.co.nz - 021 595 492

He is now the winner of over $1 million in stakes

Sire of outstanding NZ 2YO winner Sex On Fire

2017/18 Service Fee: 
$8,000 + GST 

*Discounts can apply American Ideal
The Dominant Dual Hemisphere Stallion
Progeny have won over $10,000,000 ‘down under’

Leading New York Sire in 2016 outpacing Art Major, Roll With 
Joe, Rock N Roll Heaven with ease

2nd Leading sire in Australia on $$$ average 2015/16 and 
again for the current 2016/17 season

American Ideal and Bettor’s Delight are the only stallions in the 
Australian Top 15 with a 50% + starters to 2YO winners statistic 
this season

Strong 2017 Yearling Sales Averages Australian Pacing Gold, 
$42,833 - PGG Wrightson Sales, $25,875 

woodlandsstud.co.nz

2017/18 Service Fee: 
$6,000 + GST 

*Discounts can apply 
Sweet Lou

The outcross stallion the industry is screaming for
The fastest 2YO in harness history – 1.49.0, Breeders Crown 
defeating A Rocknroll Dance by 7 1/2 lengths

World Record Holder on a 5/8 track – 1.47.0

Won a staggering $3.4 million in stakes

Served three full books in North America

His foals, are strong, intelligent and are very athletic

First public weanling at auction sold for USD $80,000
Outstanding weanling sales results in New Zealand. 
Snapped up by the likes of Tony Herlihy, Ray Green Cran 
Dalgety and Brent Mangos we have every confidence they’ll 
go on to be a sweet success on the track

BOOK EARLY AND SAVE! Book your mare into Sweet Lou before 1st September 2017 and we’ll give you an 
early bird discount of $2,000 reducing his service fee to only $4,000 + GST

Currently second leading sire of 2 & 3YO’s in USA

Sire of The Orange Agent - 23 wins, $746,423 in stakes, and 
up and coming 3yo American Brave.
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BREEDING MATTERS

T H E  S H O W  S E A S O N  I S  H E R E , 
A N D  N U M B E R S  A R E  U P

By Julie DeFillipi

Mandy Hamilton and Santo

When I last wrote a piece for Life After Racing, we were slowly 
emerging from the cold cloak of winter and the show season 
was rapidly approaching. Well, spring arrived along with the 
first shows of the season which has seen the Standardbred 
“showies” out in force.

The addition of Inhand classes to many of the South Island A&P 
shows, particularly in the Canterbury area, has so far been very 
successful with great attendance being recorded at many of 
the spring shows. Interestingly we have seen the Mare class 
numbers superseding those of the Geldings which is usually not 
the case in the Standardbred show ring.

I don’t have the room to list all the results from the shows, both 
North and South, but would like to congratulate all competitors 
out there promoting the standardbred. 

I will however give a quick overview of results from both 
Canterbury A and P Show and the Royal Show at Hawkes Bay.

Canterbury again had very strong entries with quality 
Standardbreds presenting to be judged by Australian Melinda 
Ralph.

Out of the 19 horses entered in the Inhand section, it was Mandy 
Hamilton and Santo that were awarded Champion Inhand 
Standardbred. This was the third time winning this title for Santo. 
Mare Alzair Razzo (Power Away) led by Katrina Gosney came in 
Reserve to Santo.

There were 14 ridden standardbreds competing with Kristy King 
Turner’s mare Piece of Cake (ridden by Tamara Murison) having 
a  great show taking out both Novice and Open Championships 
and Reserve Paced and Mannered. A Patchie Native (ridden by 
Katrina Gosney) was Reserve Novice, Jess McCormick and Walt 
Disney Reserve Open and long-time Standardbred showing 
supporters John and Liz Chappell were on hand to watch Lauren 
Haig and their gelding Sweet William take out the Champion 
Paced and Mannered.
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At the Royal Show held in Hawkes Bay the Standardbreds 
were presented for judging under Eva Best. Though not quite 
the numbers seen at the Canterbury Show, there was still a 
respectable turnout at this prestigious show.

The Inhand saw Claire Madden’s Major Ouch taking out the 
Champion title and Miss Conception shown by Ellie Rowden in 
Reserve. 

The ridden saw Bex Penberthy riding Amanda Burtons lovely 
Change of Pace take home the Championship and Ledene 
Matson aboard Sundon the Wise One runner up with Reserve 
Ridden Champion.

With that I will sign off and wish any competitors the best of luck 
for any remaining shows this year and hope you enjoy a safe and 
happy break over the festive season.

THE BREEDERS SUPPORT FOR 2017/18

The Breeders’ support for life after racing includes engaging 
Julie DeFillipi in the role of LAR Ambassador. Julie is putting in a 
massive voluntary effort. She:

•  attends to all matters with the Royal Agricultural Society as  
    our representative for standardbreds including attending the    
    AGM; obtaining agreement on a standard set of classes for all  
    A&P shows;
•  is now the agreed sole point of contact for all 90 A&P                
    societies on standardbred showing;
• communicates with shows to improve the standard of                
    judging; and
•  Coordinates the breed’s participation at Horse of The               
    Year.

We are giving $1000 support to each of the North Island 
Standardbred  Riding Association and the NZ Standardbred 
Riding Assn (South Island) – this will help these associations run 
their championship shows and other activities.  

We have budgeted $4300 for the A&P societies: to demonstrate 
commitment we have agreed with the two associations to 
have a consistent policy of paying each A&P society that holds 
standardbred classes $100 towards the costs of ribbons/sashes 
and the small contribution they make to judges & writers travel/
petrol. The Royal Shows will receive $200 each. The aim of this 
support is to: 

• encourage shows to support standardbred classes;
• increase standardbred participation
• enhance the consistency and professionalism of the   
    standardbred classes across the country so that it   
    becomes to be seen in the same light as other breeds.

The annual Horse of The Year membership ($750) and Royal 
Agricultural Society subscription ($250) will be paid by The 
Breeders.

Early in 2018 we will produce an episode on LAR for the 
Standardbred TV series and get the LAR Website up and running.

We acknowledge the support of Harness Racing New Zealand 
for their financial contribution to these activities.

Claire Madden with Major Ouch and Ellie Rowden with 
Miss Conception at Royal Hawke’s Bay

Tamara Murison and Piece of Cake

Lauren Haig and Sweet WIlliam



BREEDING MATTERS

B R E E D I N G  N U M B E R S  H O L D  U P 
W E L L  I N  A U S T R A L I A

The number of mares being bred in Australia this year is expected 
to be at the least on a par with the previous season.

“We’re ahead from what we were in mid-November last year, in 
respect of both numbers and the quality of mares,” David James, 
principal of Empire Stallions, said.

“We’re very upbeat and enthusiastic about this season.”

“It was a slow start to the season with September being cooler 
and wetter than normal, but we have recovered quite nicely. The 
breeding season is basically being conducted in a 90-day period.”

James reports a terrific response from broodmare owners for their 
new stallions Captaintreacherous and Betting Line.

“Both have received very large books of high quality racemares 
and proven producing mares. Betting Line’s book is almost full.”

He said the ‘Captain’s’ book had been bolstered with the results 
of the Lexington and Harrisburg yearling sales in America. The 
‘Captain’ had 52 head sell for an average of $70,481 at Lexington 
and 45 lots at Harrisburg at an average of $46,733 and he was the 
leading first crop sire at both auctions.

Somebeachsomewhere, Empire’s flagship stallion, has a ‘book 
full’ sign in both Australia and New Zealand.

Alabar Bloodstock’s John Coffey said: “Breeding numbers are 
very comparable with the same stage as last year. New South 
Wales might be the only state that will could be down a fraction 
because of the drought in some regions.”

“There won’t be any big increases but we hope that the numbers 
of mares being bred won’t suffer a big fall again.”

Coffey said that Alabar’s mare numbers are on par with previous 
years, maybe down two percent. 

“Always B Miki has had a terrific response and Sunshine Beach 
has been strongly patronised now that he’s in Australia. Sunshine 
Beach will breed 150 mares in Australia alone. ‘Miki’ is on target 
to probably do 200 or just over between the two countries. He’ll 
probably breed 130 in Australia and around 80 in NZ.”

He said that A Rocknroll Dance, on the back of the success of his 
first racing crop in North America, will serve a full book of mares, 
including 200 in Australia in his fourth season ‘Down Under’.

Bling It On and Guaranteed, two of the stars of the Australian 
Grand Circuit, have both been well received by broodmare owners 
in their debut season. 

By Peter Wharton Bling It On, a $1.5 million-winning son of American Ideal and 
dual Broodmare of the Year Alldatglittersisgold, has over 100 
matrons already on his books, according to Belinda McCarthy, 
the manager of NSW’s newest stud, Cobbitty Equine Farm.

The Art Major horse For A Reason, the studmate of Bling It On, 
has attracted 75 bookings.

“The majority of mares are getting into foal,” Belinda said.

While Guaranteed, a $850,000 earning son of Artsplace and the 
fastest ever Australian-bred mare Jadah Rose (1:49.6), will cover 
in excess of 60 mares at Goodtime Lodge, Colac in Victoria’ s 
western district.

In further breeding news from Australia, Harness Racing Victoria 
has confirmed that there will be no heats of the Breeders Crown 
held outside Victoria from the 2019 series. This edict is expected 
to have far-reaching ramificactions in terms of broodmare 
nominations for future series, especially from NZ, Western 
Australia and Queensland.

The joint tender of the NSW Harness Racing Club, Harness 
Racing Victoria and the Auckland Trotting Club to conduct the 
Inter Dominion Championship for a three-year rotation from 2018 
will be assessed at the Inter Dominion Events Committee in 
Perth in late November.

Geoff Want, the chairman of Harness Racing Australia since 
2006, has announced that he will be stepping down from the key 
post at the Annual General Meeting in Perth on December 7.

It is widely tipped that Dean Cooper, the HRA deputy chairman 
and chairman of Tasracing, will succeed Mr Want. A native of 
Hobart, Cooper is a barrister and solicitor and has a longstanding 
interest in harness racing as an owner and administrator.
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D A R R Y L  B R O W N  - 
E Y R E  I  C O M E  B R E E D E R S  A W A R D

North Canterbury breeder, Darryl Brown of Wai Eyre Farms, 
is the 2017 Canterbury Standardbred Breeders Association 
Trotting Breeder of the Year.

The 48-year-old received that honour at the Woodlands Stud 2017 
Canterbury Breeders, Owners, Trainers & Drivers Association’s 
Awards Dinner in Christchurch on 9th September - thanks largely 
to the best horse he has bred  Eyre I Come.

A week earlier Brown received two ‘Diamond Pins’ at the 15th 
Canterbury Breeders Awards night in Christchurch. He received 
that honour for breaking the 1:58 mile rate for trotters with Eyre I 
Come at Cheviot on March 5 (1:57.3) and Idle Bones at Alexandra 
Park on November 18 last year (1:57.2).

“They are from different families. To receive those pins was 
pretty special but to win ‘Breeder of the Year’ on Saturday night 
absolutely blew me away.

“The breeding is all in my name but my father Mike has played a 
huge part in our breeding establishment. This award is for him as 
well,” Brown said.

A record crowd of 220 watched Brown receive his award   at 
Addington Raceway on Saturday. Organisers stressed Eyre I 
Come’s win in the Group One $80,000 Fred Shaw Memorial New 
Zealand Trotting Championship on April 7 at Addington was the 
telling factor.

“It was a great night out. I had absolutely no idea that I was going 
to win any award. I would have gone regardless. When my name 
was read out I can’t tell you what I said. That cannot be put in 
print,” he joked.
Brown, who is the manager at Wai Eyre Farms, also runs a 
quarry that dredges shingle out of the Waimakariri River. He said 
he was stoked that his family’s hard work had been recognised.

“We’ve been going about 10 to 12 years now and this award is 
right up there with some of the best things we have achieved on 

the track. We are very proud. It’s only just really starting to sink 
in,” Brown said.

Eyre I Come (1:57.3), who is now seven, has won 10 of her 42 
starts and $155,772 for Grant Hatton and Australians Meg and 
Merv Butterworth. She is trained by Mark Jones and has had one 
start this campaign.

The daughter of Majestic Son sold for $45,000 at the 2012 New 
Zealand Premier Yearling Sale in Christchurch.

She is the first of six foals out of the 2001 four-win Sundon - 
Landora’s Pride mare, Landora’s Special.
Her second foal, Springbank Eden (by Angus Hall) wasn’t half 
bad either, winning 10 races and $72,597. She recorded a 2:00.1 
mile.

Brown said the next foal, a now 5-year-old Angus Hall mare, 
Snowflake Stride (formerly Trivial Eyre) fetched $40,000 at the 
2014 New Zealand Premier Yearling Sale.

Owner Emilio Rosati took her back to his native Australia and she 
has since won one of her 13 starts.

Bruce Kelly of Hilderthorpe (near Oamaru) then paid $8,000 for 
her next foal - a now 3-year-old The Pres filly named Secretary 
Of State.

That mare, like 2-year-old Eyre I Go (by Majestic Son) and 
yearling Ohoka Jackpot (by Angus Hall) were all embryo transfer 
foals.

“It all started with my mate the late Dave Carville and we have 
carried on the breed through his wife Katie. The mare didn’t 
return a positive to Majestic Son this breeding season.

“I’ll most likely put her back to him again this season,” Brown 
said.

“Landora’s Special has been very good to us and like I said earlier 
I think Eyre I Come is the best horse that both she and I have 
bred,” he added.
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P A R I S  M E T R O  B R I N G I N G  J O Y 
T O  K I R K W O O D S

Duane Ranger

Group One winning mare Paris Metro continues to enhance her 
reputation as a broodmare.

All five of her foals have so far won races, but none of them have 
yet to equal their mother’s achievement on December 31, 2004 
when she won the Group One National Trot at  Alexandra Park.

Her most successful foal to date - the rising 7-year-old CR 
Commando gelding, Commander Paris, notched up his eighth 
career win ($92,660) at Alexandra Park on Friday 15th September.

The Michelle Wallis and Bernie Hackett trained bay proved too 
strong for his eight opponents in the $14,999 Sims Pacific Metals 
Handicap for the R60 to R103 trotters.

Todd Mitchell got him up by half a head and he was the $7.30 
fourth favourite.

Co-breeder and co-owner Wayne Kirkwood watched the race 
from his Christchurch home.

“I thought he was a good chance from 10m behind. I didn’t think 
the favourite (Yagunnakissmeornot) could give him a 30m head-
start and win. He’s a lovely horse and Michelle and Bernie have 
done a great job with him on the beach (Karioitahi) at Waiuku,” 
Kirkwood said.

Commander Paris was bred by Kirkwood, Mark Dyer 
(Christchurch), Ross Hicks (Oamaru), Kevin Jones (Dunedin), 
and John Melrose (Dunedin). Kirkwood, Dyer, Hicks and Jones 
retained the ownership.

“He has surprised us a bit, and I don’t think he’s as good as his 
older sister, Sundown in Paris (by Sundon). She was the best of 
the mare but sadly we never got to see her at her peak. She died 
in May.

“She won three races and $20,000 and was Paris Metro’s third 
foal,” Kirkwood said.

Her first foal - a 2006 Earl filly named The Pearl Of Paris won a 
race for Brighton trainer Colin Harvey before going on to win 10 
more in Australia.

Second foal - 2009 gelding, Palais Royal (by Continentalman), 
won six races for North Island trainers Jay Abernethy and Keith 
Chittenden.

Sundown In Paris and Commander Paris were born in 2009 and 
2010.

The mare then lost her 2011 and 2012 foals before Massive Metro 
(by Muscle Mass) came along in 2013. That rising 4-year-old 
gelding has already won two of his nine starts for Wallis and 
Hackett.

At this point of Paris Metro’s post-racing career Kirkwood and his 
fellow owners were enjoying the owning and breeding lark ... that 
was until their “best foal” was born in November 2015.

“Her name is Paris Under Siege and she is by Angus Hall. We 
had high expectations at this year’s yearling sale in Christchurch, 
but we got a blood nose. She didn’t even get one bid.

“It was devastating really because we all knew she was better 
than that - and she was for sale. We were gutted,” 51-year-old 
Kirkwood said.

“That was our first venture into sales and to be honest I’m not 
sure if we will go back. We have a colt this time but once bitten, 
twice shy,” he added.

Paris Metro left a rising Muscles Yankee yearling on November 14 
last year. She has recently foaled a colt to Father Patrick.

Kirkwood, who is branch manager for Ashby’s Ready Mixed in 
Christchurch, paid a tribute to Wallis and Hackett.

“They have got the best out of our horses. Paris Metro was their 
first Group One winner. Our association with them goes back to 
2004 when we were looking for Paris Metro to be beach-trained 
in the north.

“We have been very good friends since. We love what they do 
and how they go about things. They are very good trainers and 
very good people. They pay a lot of attention to detail,” said 
Kirkwood.

On July 16 Commander Paris won the first exhibition ‘Monte 
Saddle Trot’ at Cambridge Raceway by 15 lengths from 
Makarewa Jake and Riina Maattanen. Majestic Ali and Tyla 
Hackett were three quarters of a length back in third.

It was a Wallis and Bernie Hackett trained trifecta.

“We don’t mind the horse competing in Monties. I think it’s 
something fresh for the industry and the horse seems to thrive on 
it. If it brings the best out in him why not?” Kirkwood said.

“Bernie and Michelle have done such a good job so far they will 
continue to train the foals out of the mare. We have high hopes 
for the Angus Hall filly. Bernie and Michelle also have big wraps 
on the Muscle Mass gelding as well,” he summarised.
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the
best horse

deserves the
best

opportunity!

• TERROR TO LOVE the winner of $2,429,618 retired last year as New Zealand’s best

 Free For All pacer of the modern era including 3 NZ Cups and an Auckland Cup amongst his 

 22 Group victories.

• His sire Western Terror was 2004 USA 3yo of the Year and has already sired

 7 millionaire pacers including 5 mares.

• His dam is the multiple award winning Live or Die mare Love To Live

 (Broodmare of the Year and Broodmare Excellence awards).

TeRROR TO LOve
Western Terror - Love To Live - Live Or Die

Standing at

Pinelea Farm
475 Dawsons Rd

West Melton

Graham Court
Mobile: 027 415 2502. Phone: 03 341 8650.
Email: graham@pineleafarm.co.nz 

www.terrortolove.co.nz 

p,1:51  $2,429,618

www.stallionsaustralasia.com … and also follow us on Facebook 

STALLIONS AUSTRALASIA
TROTTING STALLIONS

For all enquiries please contact: Peter O’Rourke
Phone: 03 3326410  Mobile: 021 346401  Email: pjorourke13@gmail.com
PO Box 9361 Tower Junction, Christchurch 8149

11 Yearlings sold for $200,000 or more
10 of these were TROTTING Yearlings…

  1 Lot 112 by Muscle Hill $320,000
  2 Lot 162 by Muscle Hill $320,000
  3 Lot 29  by Muscle Hill $300,000
  4 Lot 49 by Muscle Hill $265,000
  5 Lot 139 by Cantab Hall $240,000
  6 Lot 76  by Muscle Hill $225,000
  7 Lot 31 by Muscle Hill $210,000 
  8 Lot 43 by Trixton $210,000
  9 Lot 104 by Muscle Hill $210,000
10 Lot 150 by Trixton $200,000

Muscle Hill and Cantab Hall are both Champion Sires.
Trixton’s first crops in Nth America & Europe will be 2yos in 2018.

Dominate the 2017 Harrisburg
Black Book Yearling Sale Results

When looking to breed and race or to
buy or sell yearlings look for progeny of

Stallions Australasia Stallions
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H O O F  B E A T S : 
C O M I N G  I N  O U R  D I R E C T I O N , 
T H E  S P O R T  I S  U N I V E R S A L !  

I have been a subscriber to the US Trotting Association’s 
HOOF BEATS monthly magazine for years. When I first started 
in the sport I found the mix of current racing, history, industry 
news, governance, punting advice, veterinary care, shoeing 
advice, personal stories and humorous tales the best source of 
information for a new comer.

Late last year the first of seven articles appeared in a Martin 
Pave authored series called Breeding Basics. They caught my 
attention.

Breeding standardbred racehorses is both an art and a science. 
For those who aren’t breeding at the commercial level, but would 
like to optimize the success of their breeding product either in the 
sales ring or on the racetrack, Hoof Beats presented the series as 
a guide on breeding basics.

Brad wrote to T.J. Burkett, Hoof Beats Executive Editor at USTA, 
and asked if we could reproduce one of the articles. 

TJ’s graciously offered us the whole seven articles to be published 
for breeders in this country.  USTA has published this set as a 
separate publication for breeders.

So, here is Breeding Basics for your enjoyment!  We hope you find 
the articles as informative and interesting as we both did.

You’ll notice a few quirky aspects and differences between NZ 
and the North American scene, but the basics are the same. The 
common sense and the good practice are universal.

Read and enjoy.

This is the start of an on-going collaboration with HOOF BEATS. 
We’ll be bringing you a story in each Breeding Matters from now 
on. 

In January we will publish a wonderful good news story on the 
former NZ mare Elegant Emma N and her surprise twins.

We thank TJ and Greta Gallagher, Hoof Beats Production 
Manager, for allowing us to print the series. 

[TJ’s personal story: http://www.harnesslink.com/News/Who-
is-that-man-T-J-Burkett-from-Hoof-Beats-89677 ]

HOOF BEATS is being redesigned in March 2018.  Watch for two 
full-page, full-colour ads to run in two 2018 Breeding Matters. TJ 
is going to target potential Down Under subscribers next year for 
the online and print versions.

You can subscribe to the online and print versons (airmail) at 
www.hoofbeatsmagazine.com for a very modest cost.
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Welcome to Our Guide to Breeding Basics
Breeding Standardbred racehorses is both 
an art and a science. For those who aren’t 
breeding at the commercial level, but would 
like to optimize the success of their breeding 

product either in the sales ring or on the 
racetrack, the U.S. Trotting Association and 
Hoof Beats magazine present this seven-part 
series on breeding basics.
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Complement Physical 
Characteristics

Andrew, who said breeding is a game of 
probabilities, suggested choosing a stallion 
whose conformation and temperament com-
plement the mare—perhaps to give size or 
length or correct a conformational weakness.

A physical evaluation is part of the pro-
cess, according to Brinkerhoff. It will include 
information on the mare and her produce 
and family, and their tendencies. It should be 
done on as many other relatives as possible.

“This information will guide you as to 
what attributes to look for in a stallion,” 
Brinkerhoff said. “Match her strengths to 
the stallion’s and don’t duplicate physical 
faults.

2 ILLUSTRATION BY JASON TURNER

How to select the right
stallion for your broodmare

What are the most important factors in deter-
mining a mating between your broodmare 

and a stallion that will produce a healthy and 
marketable foal? The experts agree that the most 
important considerations are conformation, pedi-
gree, and marketability.

Playing
Matchmaker

Part 1

SPECIAL Breeding Basics  brought to you in cooperation with USTA’s Hoof Beats magazine
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ancestor within the first three genera-
tions (3x3 or closer). While this approach 
can reinforce positive traits, it also can
identify and magnify negative traits. 

An example of inbreeding is 2016 Triple 
Crown winner Marion Marauder. He has 
Valley Victory twice in the third generation. 
His paternal grandsire, Muscles Yankee, and 
maternal grandsire, Donerail, are both by 
Valley Victory. 

Outcrossing is mating two unrelated indi-
viduals—generally with no common ances-
tor within the first five generations. This 
approach results in hybrid vigor and can 
produce a superior animal; however, out-
crossed individuals generally don’t breed 
as “true” as linebred ones. 

Linebreeding is mating individu-
als with a common ancestor more 
remotely related than inbreed-
ing—generally duplicating crosses 
in generations three through five 

(between 3x4 and 5x5). The key to line-
breeding is identifying superior animals and 
using them in duplications. 

Meadow Skipper is a horse that has had 
a tremendous influence on pacing pedigrees. 
An example of duplicating Meadow Skipper 
is Idyllic Beach. She has 12 crosses of 
Meadow Skipper, closest in the fifth gener-
ation (eight crosses in the sixth generation). 

“I recommend duplicating superior cross-
es in a pedigree,” Brinkerhoff said, pointing 
out the cross of Valley Victory on Speedy 
Crown mares. The full sisters Ariana G 
and All The Time are bred on this cross. 
Their paternal grandsire, Muscles Yankee, 
and maternal great-great grandsire, Victory 
Dream, are both by Valley Victory from 
Speedy Crown mares. These fillies also have 
nine crosses of Speedy Crown, closest in the 
fourth generation; five crosses of Speedy 
Somolli, closest in the fifth generation; and 
five crosses of Noble Victory, closest in the 
fifth generation. 

“These are examples of stacking up great 
horses in a pedigree so they will have signifi-
cant influence,” said Brinkerhoff, “but keep-
ing them far enough back in the pedigree 
so you hopefully won’t get the deleterious 
effects of inbreeding.”

Another facet of linebreeding is dupli-
cating female families. An example of this 
type would be American Ideal. His sire 

Western Ideal’s third dam, Angel Hair, is a 
full sister to his own third dam, Ambiguity. 
Both mares are by Bret Hanover and out of 
K. Nora.

Avritt favors outcrossing and linebreed-
ing, while Andrew prefers outcrossing if you 
have an inbred mare and inbreeding if you 
can double up a great ancestor from the sire 
and the mare, especially great females.

“As a rule of thumb, I do not like to 
see the same mare or stallion in the first 
three generations of a yearling,” said Avritt, 
“although I can accept the same stallion or 
mare in the third generation if it occurs only 
once and one appears in the top of the ped-

igree and the other in the bottom 
of the pedigree.”

Arnold, who has gradually 

accumulated 14 broodmares over the past 
seven years by purchasing yearling fillies 
and broodmares at the Standardbred Horse 
Mixed Sale in Harrisburg, Pa., and some 
race fillies retiring from the track, said that 
“we are type-to-type, individual-to-individ-
ual breeders. Genetics are very specific. But 
even the greatest families have ‘dud genet-
ics,’ so we look for the great individuals out 
of the great families.

“All stallions, including the greatest stal-
lions, do not match all mares, so we employ 
a phenotype and pedigree structure on 
selecting even the most successful stallions 
for our individual mares.

“This is our approach in its most sim-
plified form. We are making progress on 
our program, but we have not had enough 
success to be confident that we can execute 

this strategy effectively. But in any program 
you have to have a plan and this is ours.”

Get the Most in
the Sales Ring

When Andrew plans to sell offspring, he 
selects from stallions that are currently pop-
ular, but adds, “this becomes a financial 
decision as the most popular are usually the 
most expensive.”

Avritt said that when breeding to an 
unproven stallion, “they must be in the top 
two or three [of their generation] from the 
standpoint of racing performance (i.e., speed 
and earnings), and proven stallions must be 

in the top five, especially from the stand-
point of yearling sale average.”

Avritt also advises not to “overbreed” 
your mare. If you have a “cheap” mare, 
don’t breed her to a top stallion, because you 
may lose money. On the other hand, you can 
breed a top mare to a lesser stallion and still 
make money, which should be the goal of all 
small commercial breeders.

Consider the location of where the stallion 
stands, Avritt said. For example, some year-
lings are more desirable than others because 
of the sire stakes program to which they are 
eligible. Also keep an eye out for shipping 
and boarding fees if your mare is bred within 
the state where the stallion stands in order 
for the resulting foal to be eligible to that 
jurisdiction’s sire stakes program. 

“The shipping and boarding fees in some 

DYNAMIC DOZEN: Idyllic Beach’s pedigree 
represents an example of linebreeding, car-
rying 12 crosses of world champion Meadow 
Skipper (inset), closest in the fifth generation 
with eight crosses in the sixth generation.
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“Conformation evaluation of prospec-
tive stallions and their offspring is crucial 
to complete this part of decision-making; 
however, there are instances when animals 
don’t reproduce their characteristics—but 
those common to the family—thus in-depth 
knowledge is essential.”

Avritt’s advice is simple.
“Do not breed to a stallion with faults 

similar to those of the mare,” he said.

Find the Family Ties
Andrew said his first priority is “to find the 
best mares I can afford or raise myself. I 
seek mares out of great producers—dams 
with over 70 percent winners and with speed 
deep into the pedigree.”

Another priority is to have the mare bring 
back some of the genes of the stallion’s dam.

“This is an old breeding principle that 
appears to have merit,” said Andrew, whose 
article, “Elite Mare Theory,” appeared in 
the November 2015 issue of Hoof Beats. “I 
particularly like to concentrate the genes of 
great mares.”

Andrew also seeks to avoid crosses that 
appear not to work from previous similar 
matings with that stallion, while Avritt noted 
that some stallions produce better offspring 
when bred to mares by certain stallions. 
He cites the example of Kadabra, who has 
been more successful when bred to mares by 
Balanced Image than to mares by any other 
stallion.

Knowledge of pedigree evaluation and 
pedigree theory are essential, Brinkerhoff 
said. He said the USTA’s four-generation, 
catalog-style pedigree will help in identifying 
top animals within the first four generations. 
If a pattern or affinity with a certain sire line 
develops within the family, it is worth con-
sidering duplicating that pattern. 

Brinkerhoff also said that another use-

ful pedigree research tool is the USTA’s 
Standardbred Roster of Stallions, or STARS 
(stars.ustrotting.com), an online listing of 
featured stallions that contains current per-
formance information on their offspring 
from the USTA database. For even more 
in-depth statistics, he recommends the 
USTA’s Crosses of Gold (pathway.ustrotting.
com). He said it is useful to identify compat-
ibilities between stallions from one sire line 

with mares of another sire line, commonly 
referred to as “nicking.” Nicking theory is 
based on copying the mating of a successful 
horse to produce another successful horse. 

Pedigree theory includes three basic cross-
es to be considered: inbreeding, outcrossing 
and linebreeding. Each has its advantages 
and disadvantages, Brinkerhoff said.

Inbreeding is mating two closely relat-
ed individuals—generally with a common 
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inbreeding, with Valley Victory showing up 
twice in the third generation of his pedigree.
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ancestor within the first three genera-
tions (3x3 or closer). While this approach 
can reinforce positive traits, it also can
identify and magnify negative traits. 

An example of inbreeding is 2016 Triple 
Crown winner Marion Marauder. He has 
Valley Victory twice in the third generation. 
His paternal grandsire, Muscles Yankee, and 
maternal grandsire, Donerail, are both by 
Valley Victory. 

Outcrossing is mating two unrelated indi-
viduals—generally with no common ances-
tor within the first five generations. This 
approach results in hybrid vigor and can 
produce a superior animal; however, out-
crossed individuals generally don’t breed 
as “true” as linebred ones. 

Linebreeding is mating individu-
als with a common ancestor more 
remotely related than inbreed-
ing—generally duplicating crosses 
in generations three through five 

(between 3x4 and 5x5). The key to line-
breeding is identifying superior animals and 
using them in duplications. 

Meadow Skipper is a horse that has had 
a tremendous influence on pacing pedigrees. 
An example of duplicating Meadow Skipper 
is Idyllic Beach. She has 12 crosses of 
Meadow Skipper, closest in the fifth gener-
ation (eight crosses in the sixth generation). 

“I recommend duplicating superior cross-
es in a pedigree,” Brinkerhoff said, pointing 
out the cross of Valley Victory on Speedy 
Crown mares. The full sisters Ariana G 
and All The Time are bred on this cross. 
Their paternal grandsire, Muscles Yankee, 
and maternal great-great grandsire, Victory 
Dream, are both by Valley Victory from 
Speedy Crown mares. These fillies also have 
nine crosses of Speedy Crown, closest in the 
fourth generation; five crosses of Speedy 
Somolli, closest in the fifth generation; and 
five crosses of Noble Victory, closest in the 
fifth generation. 

“These are examples of stacking up great 
horses in a pedigree so they will have signifi-
cant influence,” said Brinkerhoff, “but keep-
ing them far enough back in the pedigree 
so you hopefully won’t get the deleterious 
effects of inbreeding.”

Another facet of linebreeding is dupli-
cating female families. An example of this 
type would be American Ideal. His sire 

Western Ideal’s third dam, Angel Hair, is a 
full sister to his own third dam, Ambiguity. 
Both mares are by Bret Hanover and out of 
K. Nora.

Avritt favors outcrossing and linebreed-
ing, while Andrew prefers outcrossing if you 
have an inbred mare and inbreeding if you 
can double up a great ancestor from the sire 
and the mare, especially great females.

“As a rule of thumb, I do not like to 
see the same mare or stallion in the first 
three generations of a yearling,” said Avritt, 
“although I can accept the same stallion or 
mare in the third generation if it occurs only 
once and one appears in the top of the ped-

igree and the other in the bottom 
of the pedigree.”

Arnold, who has gradually 

accumulated 14 broodmares over the past 
seven years by purchasing yearling fillies 
and broodmares at the Standardbred Horse 
Mixed Sale in Harrisburg, Pa., and some 
race fillies retiring from the track, said that 
“we are type-to-type, individual-to-individ-
ual breeders. Genetics are very specific. But 
even the greatest families have ‘dud genet-
ics,’ so we look for the great individuals out 
of the great families.

“All stallions, including the greatest stal-
lions, do not match all mares, so we employ 
a phenotype and pedigree structure on 
selecting even the most successful stallions 
for our individual mares.

“This is our approach in its most sim-
plified form. We are making progress on 
our program, but we have not had enough 
success to be confident that we can execute 

this strategy effectively. But in any program 
you have to have a plan and this is ours.”

Get the Most in
the Sales Ring

When Andrew plans to sell offspring, he 
selects from stallions that are currently pop-
ular, but adds, “this becomes a financial 
decision as the most popular are usually the 
most expensive.”

Avritt said that when breeding to an 
unproven stallion, “they must be in the top 
two or three [of their generation] from the 
standpoint of racing performance (i.e., speed 
and earnings), and proven stallions must be 

in the top five, especially from the stand-
point of yearling sale average.”

Avritt also advises not to “overbreed” 
your mare. If you have a “cheap” mare, 
don’t breed her to a top stallion, because you 
may lose money. On the other hand, you can 
breed a top mare to a lesser stallion and still 
make money, which should be the goal of all 
small commercial breeders.

Consider the location of where the stallion 
stands, Avritt said. For example, some year-
lings are more desirable than others because 
of the sire stakes program to which they are 
eligible. Also keep an eye out for shipping 
and boarding fees if your mare is bred within 
the state where the stallion stands in order 
for the resulting foal to be eligible to that 
jurisdiction’s sire stakes program. 

“The shipping and boarding fees in some 
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“Conformation evaluation of prospec-
tive stallions and their offspring is crucial 
to complete this part of decision-making; 
however, there are instances when animals 
don’t reproduce their characteristics—but 
those common to the family—thus in-depth 
knowledge is essential.”

Avritt’s advice is simple.
“Do not breed to a stallion with faults 

similar to those of the mare,” he said.

Find the Family Ties
Andrew said his first priority is “to find the 
best mares I can afford or raise myself. I 
seek mares out of great producers—dams 
with over 70 percent winners and with speed 
deep into the pedigree.”

Another priority is to have the mare bring 
back some of the genes of the stallion’s dam.

“This is an old breeding principle that 
appears to have merit,” said Andrew, whose 
article, “Elite Mare Theory,” appeared in 
the November 2015 issue of Hoof Beats. “I 
particularly like to concentrate the genes of 
great mares.”

Andrew also seeks to avoid crosses that 
appear not to work from previous similar 
matings with that stallion, while Avritt noted 
that some stallions produce better offspring 
when bred to mares by certain stallions. 
He cites the example of Kadabra, who has 
been more successful when bred to mares by 
Balanced Image than to mares by any other 
stallion.

Knowledge of pedigree evaluation and 
pedigree theory are essential, Brinkerhoff 
said. He said the USTA’s four-generation, 
catalog-style pedigree will help in identifying 
top animals within the first four generations. 
If a pattern or affinity with a certain sire line 
develops within the family, it is worth con-
sidering duplicating that pattern. 

Brinkerhoff also said that another use-

ful pedigree research tool is the USTA’s 
Standardbred Roster of Stallions, or STARS 
(stars.ustrotting.com), an online listing of 
featured stallions that contains current per-
formance information on their offspring 
from the USTA database. For even more 
in-depth statistics, he recommends the 
USTA’s Crosses of Gold (pathway.ustrotting.
com). He said it is useful to identify compat-
ibilities between stallions from one sire line 

with mares of another sire line, commonly 
referred to as “nicking.” Nicking theory is 
based on copying the mating of a successful 
horse to produce another successful horse. 

Pedigree theory includes three basic cross-
es to be considered: inbreeding, outcrossing 
and linebreeding. Each has its advantages 
and disadvantages, Brinkerhoff said.

Inbreeding is mating two closely relat-
ed individuals—generally with a common 
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instances can amount to almost as much as 
the stud fee,” he said. “If I have to ship a 
mare to New York to be bred, the transpor-
tation and boarding bills will run between 
$4,000 and $5,000.”

Lastly, Avritt said to consider the pur-
chase of shares or lifetime breedings in 
newly retired stallions. In addition to “free” 
breedings, the owner of shares is normally 
entitled to a proportionate part of the pro-
ceeds from the sale of excess breedings to 
the stallion and the Southern Hemisphere 
breeding rights, which can be substantial. 

Arnold believes in utilizing estab-
lished stallions “for a number of reasons 
relating to quality and predictability,” 
noting that “this is in tension with the
commercial reality of breeding to new pop-
ular stallions with exciting prospects, but no 

breeding track record.”
Many buyers, he said, are always excited 

about the prospects of new stallions, which 
makes the first two crops of a stallion with a 
big race record out of any marketable mare 
attractive on potential alone. 

“Our breeding criteria make it difficult 

to exploit the new stallion enthusiasm,” he 
said. “It is a truism that a new mare with 
a great race record gets two foals accepted 
on potential, but if the foals do not work 
out, the mare’s later foals will become less 
marketable—regardless of the mare’s race 
record.”

Unraced or low-performance mares with 
current highly productive pedigrees get a 
good portion of the same presumptions 
as the big race mares, Arnold said, but all 
mares have about three foals to prove their 
worth, or the mainstream purchasers discard 
them in their thinking. 

“For this reason,” Arnold said, “it may 
be short-term profitable to use unproven 
stallions but risky for your mare’s future to 
not take advantage of the predictability of 
established stallions.”
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SUPER SIBS: 2016 Breeders Crown winner Ariana 
G (left) and her full sister, All The Time, sport pedi-
grees based on linebreeding, which involves mating 
individuals with a common ancestor more remotely 
related than inbreeding. Their paternal grandsire, 

Muscles Yankee, and maternal great-great grandsire, 

Victory Dream, are both by Valley Victory from Speedy 
Crown mares. They also have nine crosses of Speedy 
Crown, two of which are closest in the fourth genera-
tion; five crosses of Speedy Somolli, three of which are 
closest in the fifth generation; and five crosses of Noble 
Victory, one of which is closest in the fifth generation. 
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Mare Care
How to get your broodmare

ready to breed

What can you do to ensure that your broodmare 
is ready to get in foal? The experts stress the 

importance of proper nutrition, supplemental light-
ing, and vigilant monitoring.

Get Them Checked 
and Feed Them Right

Not having your mare in optimal condition 
to conceive when you are ready to breed her, 
said Madill, results in lower fertility, frus-
tration and financial losses that can extend 
through this season and into the next. 

His checklist: Is she having regular heat 
cycles? Does she have a uterine infection? Is 
her body in good condition?

Madill suggested a health-care regimen 
including vaccinations, deworming and 
preventative dental work that should be 
reviewed and annually updated several 
weeks before breeding begins.

Avritt said maiden mares should have a 
complete exam for breeding soundness in 
November or December prior to breeding 
and that all barren mares should be cultured 
sometime over that same time and treated 
if “dirty.”

Avritt said he prefers a “good teaser”—in 
other words, a decoy stallion that is loud 
and moderately aggressive, starting no later 
than mid-January in order to pinpoint heat 
cycles before the breeding season begins.

“All mares should be in good physical 
condition,’’ he said, “not too fat or not too 
thin and fed accordingly,’’ and strongly rec-
ommends lining up a trusted reproductive 
veterinarian. 

Many stud farms, said Madill, require a 
uterine culture (pre-breeding swab) on open 
mares before they will accept them for breed-
ing to rule out infection. This can also benefit 
the mare owner, he said, as an undiagnosed 
infection can waste several heat cycles. 

“Even the occasional maiden mare will 
be infected if she is a windsucker, and a com-
plete veterinary examination of the repro-
ductive tract can check not just for infection, 
but also for injuries and anatomic defects 
that affect fertility and cycling,’’ Madill 
said. “For barren mares, a full investigation 
should have been performed at the end of 
last season and periodically rechecked.”

Unless Arnold’s mares foaled in February, 
he said, “we attempt to rebreed on her foal 
heat assuming a clear sonogram reading 
after four days. Otherwise we depend on our 
vet, who is very adept at reading and antic-
ipating the mare’s ovarian follicles develop-
ment into a mature egg.

“This is an essential skill for a high mare 
conception rate.”

Her barren mares, Plouffe said, have 
already been cultured in late summer, treat-
ed if they needed to be, and have had a 
Caslick procedure performed, which is a 
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instances can amount to almost as much as 
the stud fee,” he said. “If I have to ship a 
mare to New York to be bred, the transpor-
tation and boarding bills will run between 
$4,000 and $5,000.”

Lastly, Avritt said to consider the pur-
chase of shares or lifetime breedings in 
newly retired stallions. In addition to “free” 
breedings, the owner of shares is normally 
entitled to a proportionate part of the pro-
ceeds from the sale of excess breedings to 
the stallion and the Southern Hemisphere 
breeding rights, which can be substantial. 

Arnold believes in utilizing estab-
lished stallions “for a number of reasons 
relating to quality and predictability,” 
noting that “this is in tension with the
commercial reality of breeding to new pop-
ular stallions with exciting prospects, but no 

breeding track record.”
Many buyers, he said, are always excited 

about the prospects of new stallions, which 
makes the first two crops of a stallion with a 
big race record out of any marketable mare 
attractive on potential alone. 

“Our breeding criteria make it difficult 

to exploit the new stallion enthusiasm,” he 
said. “It is a truism that a new mare with 
a great race record gets two foals accepted 
on potential, but if the foals do not work 
out, the mare’s later foals will become less 
marketable—regardless of the mare’s race 
record.”

Unraced or low-performance mares with 
current highly productive pedigrees get a 
good portion of the same presumptions 
as the big race mares, Arnold said, but all 
mares have about three foals to prove their 
worth, or the mainstream purchasers discard 
them in their thinking. 

“For this reason,” Arnold said, “it may 
be short-term profitable to use unproven 
stallions but risky for your mare’s future to 
not take advantage of the predictability of 
established stallions.”
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SUPER SIBS: 2016 Breeders Crown winner Ariana 
G (left) and her full sister, All The Time, sport pedi-
grees based on linebreeding, which involves mating 
individuals with a common ancestor more remotely 
related than inbreeding. Their paternal grandsire, 

Muscles Yankee, and maternal great-great grandsire, 

Victory Dream, are both by Valley Victory from Speedy 
Crown mares. They also have nine crosses of Speedy 
Crown, two of which are closest in the fourth genera-
tion; five crosses of Speedy Somolli, three of which are 
closest in the fifth generation; and five crosses of Noble 
Victory, one of which is closest in the fifth generation. 
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What can you do to ensure that your broodmare 
is ready to get in foal? The experts stress the 

importance of proper nutrition, supplemental light-
ing, and vigilant monitoring.

Get Them Checked 
and Feed Them Right

Not having your mare in optimal condition 
to conceive when you are ready to breed her, 
said Madill, results in lower fertility, frus-
tration and financial losses that can extend 
through this season and into the next. 

His checklist: Is she having regular heat 
cycles? Does she have a uterine infection? Is 
her body in good condition?

Madill suggested a health-care regimen 
including vaccinations, deworming and 
preventative dental work that should be 
reviewed and annually updated several 
weeks before breeding begins.

Avritt said maiden mares should have a 
complete exam for breeding soundness in 
November or December prior to breeding 
and that all barren mares should be cultured 
sometime over that same time and treated 
if “dirty.”

Avritt said he prefers a “good teaser”—in 
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and moderately aggressive, starting no later 
than mid-January in order to pinpoint heat 
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condition,’’ he said, “not too fat or not too 
thin and fed accordingly,’’ and strongly rec-
ommends lining up a trusted reproductive 
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Many stud farms, said Madill, require a 
uterine culture (pre-breeding swab) on open 
mares before they will accept them for breed-
ing to rule out infection. This can also benefit 
the mare owner, he said, as an undiagnosed 
infection can waste several heat cycles. 

“Even the occasional maiden mare will 
be infected if she is a windsucker, and a com-
plete veterinary examination of the repro-
ductive tract can check not just for infection, 
but also for injuries and anatomic defects 
that affect fertility and cycling,’’ Madill 
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should have been performed at the end of 
last season and periodically rechecked.”
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he said, “we attempt to rebreed on her foal 
heat assuming a clear sonogram reading 
after four days. Otherwise we depend on our 
vet, who is very adept at reading and antic-
ipating the mare’s ovarian follicles develop-
ment into a mature egg.

“This is an essential skill for a high mare 
conception rate.”

Her barren mares, Plouffe said, have 
already been cultured in late summer, treat-
ed if they needed to be, and have had a 
Caslick procedure performed, which is a 
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surgical procedure to close the upper part of 
the vulva to prevent infection. Plouffe also 
makes sure that breeding soundness exams 
are performed on maiden mares before 
breeding.

“We try to avoid overweight conditions,” 
said Plouffe, who gives her mares access to 
excellent-quality hay and also feeds them 
grain and mineral supplements.

From a nutrition standpoint, Madill said 
“the critical aspect is her body condition. 
Mares in moderate to good condition are 
more likely to cycle and conceive than those 
that are too thin or grossly overweight.

“Ideally, at the time she is bred, the mare 
has been in moderate condition and is add-
ing just a little weight.”

Plouffe’s mares are teased, “and along 
with palpations,” she said, “we can usually 
get off to a very early start, between Feb. 
15 and March 1. That’s our target date. I’d 
rather be a little early than a little late.”

One of the advantages of being a small 
operator, said Arnold, is that “it is less com-
plicated to individualize all of your man-
agement practices including the handling, 
foaling and breeding of the broodmares in 
your care. 

“At Willow Oak we have maiden mares, 
bred mares and occasionally barren mares. 
Also, in evaluating the handling of these 
mares, an important consideration is their 
age.”

Mares 5 and under (young), 6-12 (prime 
age) and over 12 (aged) are evaluated and 
managed differently by Arnold.

“Young mares are still growing and devel-
oping themselves and have greater nutrition-
al needs than prime-age or aged mares,” 
he said. “We feed them with more energy 
prior to foaling than the other groups. All 
mare groups need high energy after foaling 
because lactating mares use many calories.”

Show Them the Light
 
To ensure she is having regular cycles and 
ovulating, the mare, Madill said, needs to 
be exposed to increasing day length starting 
about 2½ months before being bred. 

“For example, for mare owners wanting 
to breed in February, the supplemental light-
ing program should have been started right 
after Thanksgiving or early in December,” 
he said. “Even if you want a March or April 
foal, it is a good idea to start mares under 
lights as early as January, as it isn’t unusual 
for mares that have not received light treat-
ments to not cycle naturally until the early 
part of May. 

“The old standby of 16 hours of continu-
ous light a day is easy and highly effective,” 
he added. “The supplemental light is added 
in the evening, and in winter, this generally 
means the lights need to be on until 11 p.m.”

The rule of thumb, he said, for supple-
mental light intensity is being able to read 
a newspaper comfortably anywhere in the 
stall, provided by a 200-watt incandescent 
bulb or two 40-watt fluorescent tubes. 

Pregnant mares that are due to foal early 
in the season should also be put under lights, 
said Madill, “as it isn’t unusual for them to 
stop cycling for a while after their foal heat.”

Both maiden and barren mares, Avritt 
said, should be put under lights no later than 
mid-December before breeding, and they 
should remain on from before dark until 
midnight.

Plouffe puts her maiden and barren mares 
under lights in mid-December.

“It usually takes 60 days of extended 
light to affect the mare’s cycle,’’ she said, not-
ing that mares are brought into their stalls at 
4 p.m., then lights are turned on and remain 
on until 11 p.m., which adds up to 16 hours 
of total light. She also prefers 200-watt bulbs 
and adheres to the “reading the newspaper 
in the stall” theory.

Arnold’s maiden and barren mares go 
in their stalls under lights from sundown to 
11 p.m. starting Dec. 1 to bring them into 
season in time for breeding when the stallion 
seasons open in February. 

“Nutrition is more easily managed while 
putting the mares under lights as they take 
morning and evening meals in their stalls 
before turning out for the day,” said Arnold, 
who brings his bred mares in overnight 
starting about 45 days before foaling, which 
allows for tighter control of their nutrition 
and familiarizes them with the environment.

Watch Over Them
To monitor her mares, Plouffe has set up 
cameras in her 10 foaling stalls and also 
utilizes foal alerts. 

For owners of fewer than 15 mares like 
Plouffe and Avritt, such technology makes 
breeding life a lot easier because the breeding 
and foaling seasons overlap.

“It makes for a busy six months because 
the foaling season runs from mid-January 
to mid-June,” said Avritt, “and the breeding 
season from mid-February to the end of 
June. It’s not as difficult for the big farms 
because they all have several employees. I 
have one full-time employee.”

That makes round-the-clock monitoring 
imperative, so Avritt said he uses a foal 
alarm system and a wireless video system. 
The first consists of a belt with a transmit-
ter that goes around the mare’s belly just 
behind her shoulders. When she lies down 
and stretches out on her side, the transmitter 
emits a signal that is picked up by a receiver 
that is tied into Avritt’s cell phone.

He has also installed video cameras over 
his four foaling stalls, as well as in the 
1½-acre foaling paddock that is located 
between his house and the horse barn.

“This is also tied into my cell phone, as 
well as my iPad and a monitor in my home,” 
he said. “I can access the system any time 
from any location and with my cell phone I 
can move the paddock camera left or right 
and zoom in on any mare. I couldn’t get by 
without these systems.”

BRILLIANT: Full days of sun in the winter are 
not enough to ensure mares are having regu-
lar cycles and are ovulating. They need to be 
exposed to increasing amounts of artificial 
daylight via barn lighting starting about 2½ 
months before being bred.
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Veterinarian

There are a number of essential components 
in any successful breeding program, but 
perhaps none more important than having a 
good relationship with a qualified veterinar-
ian, especially around breeding time and in 
foaling season, Arnold said.

“When breeding mares, the ability to 
accurately read sonogram pictures of folli-
cles and having a working knowledge of that 
mare’s ovulation history is important,” he 
said. “This can vastly increase the pregnancy 
percentages in your operation. 

“All mares are not the same nor do their 
sonogram readings tell the same story. Only 

USTA statistics reveal that each year, the U.S. 
Standardbred breeding industry shows an 

approximate 60-percent conception rate. What can 
we do to raise this figure? Larger breeding opera-
tions with veterinarians on staff boast conception 
rates of 80 percent and above, so gains must be 
made with smaller breeders. 

The experts suggest focusing on maximizing the 
breeder-veterinarian relationship, and ensuring 
good mare health, cycling, uterine health, timing of 
breeding, and stallion fertility.
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experience with individual mares permits 
predicting ovulation with confidence.”

Since almost all breeders are using 
shipped semen, Arnold said, the assistance 
of a knowledgeable vet can greatly increase 
your broodmare band’s pregnancy rate and 
reduce management time from repeatedly 
breeding the same cycling mares.

There are several things that a breeder 
can do prior to the breeding season to ensure 
that their chances for success are maxi-
mized, Bradecamp said. Most importantly, 
establish a relationship with a veterinarian 
experienced in equine reproduction, which is 
imperative for maximizing pregnancy rates. 

“Working with a veterinarian that is 
familiar with each individual mare’s history 
allows for specific management strategies 
to be employed proactively instead of after 
several unsuccessful cycles of breeding have 
passed,” she said. “Every unsuccessful cycle 
is an economic loss for the breeder.”

Properly Prepare
Bradecamp said that there are several vari-
ables to consider to maximize conception: 

• Ensure that mares are in good body 
condition and on a good plane of 
nutrition.

• Ensure that mares are cycling.
• Ensure good uterine health.
• Ensure good timing of breeding and 

good uterine health post-breeding.
• Ensure the stallion has good fertility.
According to Bradecamp, breeders 

should expect a 60-65 percent cycle con-
ception rate with cooled shipped semen and 
an end-of-season pregnancy rate between 
80-90 percent. 

“However, these rates can vary greatly 
depending on the fertility of the stallion and 
mare,” she said. “Additionally, the effect of 
the human factor in the management of the 
mare and stallion cannot be dismissed. Even 
with fertile mares and fertile stallions, poor 
management can result in reduced pregnan-
cy rates.”  

Mare owners should also ensure that 
their mares are properly prepared for the 
breeding season. All mares—barren, maiden 
and foaling—should be in good body condi-
tion and on a good plane of nutrition as they 
enter the breeding season. 

Barren mares, Bradecamp said, should 
have a complete breeding soundness exam 
prior to the breeding season to ensure that 
any potential problems that may affect fertil-
ity are identified, treated and resolved. 

“Those mares that presented problems 

during the prior season should be treated 
as ‘problem’ mares and a plan should be 
developed by the managing veterinarian to 
maximize that mare’s chance of becoming 
pregnant,” Bradecamp said. 

To ensure that barren mares will be 
cycling at the start of the breeding season, 
she suggested they should be placed under 
lights at the beginning of December. Mares 
need to be under lights for approximately 60 
days to initiate cyclicity; therefore, if they are 
placed under lights later, the effects will not 
be seen until two months after. 

“Recently, lighted masks (Equilume) 
have become available that allow the mares 

to stay outside and be exposed to a small 
light installed within the eyecup of the 
mask,” said Bradecamp. “These masks are 
as effective as placing mares under lights in 
the traditional manner.”

Get Good Semen
At Willow Oak, as at most Standardbred 
operations, breeding is done through artifi-
cial insemination, usually with fresh shipped 
semen no more than 24 hours old.

“We always check the semen when it 
arrives after breeding to make sure it is 
good enough,” said Arnold. “The quality of 
shipped semen can be influenced by a num-
ber of factors, including the fertility of the 
stallion, the time of the breeding season it 
is collected and its shipping and handling.”

Arnold added that it is wise to never pre-
sume the quality until checked.

“The use of frozen semen requires special 
handling, usually under the supervision of a 
reproductive veterinarian,” he said.

This is another place, Bradecamp noted, 
where the human factor can play a sig-
nificant role in the success of a breeding 
program. 

“If a stallion is overbooked and is being 
bred to more mares than he can achieve 
acceptable pregnancy rates in based on his 
sperm production, mares that may have 
become pregnant if bred with an adequate 
dose of semen will not become pregnant,” 
she said.  “Every breeding shed and stud 
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edgeable, qualified vet can greatly increase 
your broodmare band’s pregnancy rate.
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farm should know at any given time what 
their stallions’ per-cycle conception rates are 
and what size book of mares each individual 
stallion can serve.”

Avritt considered one of the most import-
ant factors is to breed to a stallion that is 
fertile enough to allow the shipment of his 
semen by FedEx for “next day” insemina-
tion.  

“Otherwise,” he said, “if the semen has 
to be flown in for ‘same day’ insemination, 
the process becomes more expensive and 
more time-consuming.”

For example, if Avritt breeds to a stal-
lion standing at Hanover Shoe Farms and 
has to have the semen flown in from their 
Pennsylvania operation to the airport in 
Lexington, Ky., it normally will not arrive 
until almost midnight.  

“Since the airport is approximately an 
hour away, this means that my mare will 
actually be bred between 1 a.m. and 2 a.m.,” 
he said. “Furthermore, it is fairly common 
for flights to be delayed, in which event I will 
not receive my semen until the 
next day and the purpose for 
having it flown in is therefore 
defeated.”

When choosing the stal-
lion, the mare owner should 
research the stallion’s breeding 
history. It is important to know 
how many mares the stallion 
bred the previous season and 
what the stallion’s per-cycle 
and end-of-season pregnancy 
rates were. 

“While this information 
would not be available for 
a freshman stallion, a breed-
ing soundness exam should 

be performed on all stallions prior to the 
season to ensure that there are no apparent 
problems present,” Bradecamp said. “It is 
imperative to remember that regardless of 
the results of a breeding soundness exam, 
the only true test of a stallion’s fertility is his 
ability to obtain pregnancies at an accept-
able rate.”

Keep Checking
“All mares, regardless of their status, should 
have a trans-rectal ultrasound exam and 
uterine culture and cytology (as determined 

by the veterinarian) prior to breeding,” said 
Bradecamp. 

Endometritis, or infection within the 
uterus, results in decreased pregnancy rates.

“Early identification and treatment can 
aid in restoring a mare’s fertility,” said 
Bradecamp.

Mare management also plays an import-
ant role in ensuring that maximum pregnan-
cy rates are achieved. Timing of breeding 
should be planned to ensure that ovulation 
occurs within 24 hours after breeding. 

“This can be accomplished by adminis-
tering an ovulating inducing agent such as 
deslorelin (Sucromate) or hCG 24 hours 
prior to insemination,” said Bradecamp. 
“Mares should be monitored for ovulation 
and fluid accumulation within the uterus the 
day after breeding and treated appropriately 
if needed. 

“Pregnancy rates are decreased in mares 
that do not ovulate within 24-48 hours 
post-breeding and in mares that have greater 
than 2 cm of fluid within the uterine lumen 
24 hours after breeding.”

Bradecamp said that mares that are iden-
tified as susceptible to retaining uterine fluid 
post-breeding should be treated with uterine 
lavage and ecbolics to aid in the clearance 
of fluid and inflammatory debris from the 
uterus. 

“With good management, acceptable 
pregnancy rates can be achieved in these 
mares,” Bradecamp said. “Both poor timing 
of breeding and failure to identify problem 
mares result in significant decreases in preg-
nancy rates.” 

THOROUGH LOOK: Below, left: A trans-rectal ultrasound exam—in conjunction with a uterine culture 
and cytology—should be performed on all mares prior to breeding to look for signs of endometritis 
(i.e., infection within the uterus), a condition which lowers pregnancy rates. Below, right: Timing of 
breeding should be planned to ensure that ovulation occurs within 24 hours of breeding, and all 
mares should be monitored for ovulation and fluid accumulation within the uterus the day after 
breeding, and treated accordingly.
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ALL IN THE TIMING: Ensuring that quality semen reaches a farm makes for a logistical challenge. 
Immediately after collection from the stallion, it must be examined for viability (above, left). Then it 
is shipped out via courier (above, right) to the breeder on whatever time frame that breeder requests, 
sometimes “same-day,” sometimes “next-day,” depending on location. The stallion’s fertility, the time 
of the breeding season, and the shipping and handling—all affect the status of the semen’s quality 
upon its arrival at its destination. 
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mask,” said Bradecamp. “These masks are 
as effective as placing mares under lights in 
the traditional manner.”
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cial insemination, usually with fresh shipped 
semen no more than 24 hours old.

“We always check the semen when it 
arrives after breeding to make sure it is 
good enough,” said Arnold. “The quality of 
shipped semen can be influenced by a num-
ber of factors, including the fertility of the 
stallion, the time of the breeding season it 
is collected and its shipping and handling.”

Arnold added that it is wise to never pre-
sume the quality until checked.

“The use of frozen semen requires special 
handling, usually under the supervision of a 
reproductive veterinarian,” he said.

This is another place, Bradecamp noted, 
where the human factor can play a sig-
nificant role in the success of a breeding 
program. 

“If a stallion is overbooked and is being 
bred to more mares than he can achieve 
acceptable pregnancy rates in based on his 
sperm production, mares that may have 
become pregnant if bred with an adequate 
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edgeable, qualified vet can greatly increase 
your broodmare band’s pregnancy rate.

‘‘Those mares that 
presented problems 

during the prior 
season should be 

treated as ‘problem’ 
mares and a plan 

should be developed 
by the managing 

veterinarian to 
maximize that mare’s 
chance of becoming 

pregnant.”
Dr. Etta Bradecamp

farm should know at any given time what 
their stallions’ per-cycle conception rates are 
and what size book of mares each individual 
stallion can serve.”
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THOROUGH LOOK: Below, left: A trans-rectal ultrasound exam—in conjunction with a uterine culture 
and cytology—should be performed on all mares prior to breeding to look for signs of endometritis 
(i.e., infection within the uterus), a condition which lowers pregnancy rates. Below, right: Timing of 
breeding should be planned to ensure that ovulation occurs within 24 hours of breeding, and all 
mares should be monitored for ovulation and fluid accumulation within the uterus the day after 
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ALL IN THE TIMING: Ensuring that quality semen reaches a farm makes for a logistical challenge. 
Immediately after collection from the stallion, it must be examined for viability (above, left). Then it 
is shipped out via courier (above, right) to the breeder on whatever time frame that breeder requests, 
sometimes “same-day,” sometimes “next-day,” depending on location. The stallion’s fertility, the time 
of the breeding season, and the shipping and handling—all affect the status of the semen’s quality 
upon its arrival at its destination. 
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Miracle
of Birth
How to deliver a healthy foal

What steps 
need to be 

taken to ensure 
the foaling pro-
cedure produces 
a healthy foal? 
The experts walk 
us through the 
steps to pre-birth 
preparation to 
those first days 
after birth. 

Prepare
 for Labor
As with so many aspects of 
horse breeding, said Arnold, 
the small breeder has an 
opportunity to have a much 
simpler management system, 
including foaling.

“In a smaller operation, 
it is rare to have more than 
one foal per day, so a lot 

of attention can be lavished on the new 
foal,” he said. “As with all aspects of horse 
management, planning and preparation is 
essential.”

Bradecamp said proper preparation prior 
to foaling, ensuring adequate colostrum 
ingestion and IgG (Immunoglobulin G) 
adsorption at birth, and close monitor-
ing—with early veterinary intervention, if 
needed—during the first several weeks of life 
give the newborn foal “its best chance at a 
healthy start.”

She suggested three important health care 
procedures:

• Properly vaccinate the mare against 
diseases such as botulism and rotovirus, in 
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addition to other core vaccines, which will 
boost antibodies in the mare’s colostrum and 
provide protection to the foal for the first 
several months of life.

• Screen the mare for antibodies that can 
cause the potentially fatal disorder, neonatal 
isoerythrolysis, within 30 days of foaling.

• Ensure that the mare is not exposed to 
pasture or hay that contains endophyte-in-
fected fescue during the last three months of 
gestation. If the mare does not appear to be 
forming an appropriate udder within two 
weeks prior to foaling, a veterinarian should 
be consulted. 

Foaling out a mare is usually “a won-
derful experience—watching the mare very 
quickly birth the foal,’’ said Arnold, who 
takes precautions if something goes wrong 
and there is little time to get needed equip-
ment or supplies.

His facilities at Willow Oak include a 
small foaling and breeding lab within a few 
feet of its three stalls in their foaling stable 
which are for foaling mares only. The lab 
has a double stainless steel sink with one 
side kept cleaned for sterile use only. Items 
kept on hand include oxygen and a special 
bag to administer it; latex gloves; sterile 
cotton; bandages; alcohol (both 70 percent 
and 90 percent); iodine; surgical scissors; 
needles and syringes of all sizes; Banamine; 
Combiotic; a thermometer; medical-grade 
lubricant; and soaps, towels and disinfec-
tants. In addition, the lab has a freezer for 
colostrum and there are scales for weighing 
the afterbirth.

The foaling stalls are lined with a hard, 
durable, white plastic used in dairy barns 
for easy cleaning, and disinfected after foal-
ing when the mare and foal are moved to a 
mare/foal stall in Willow Oak’s mare/foal 
stable.

There, the stalls are 15x15 feet with high 
ceilings, and the stable can be opened up 
and well-ventilated, but is also insulated for 
foaling in extremely cold temperatures until 
the foal is up and going.

Foaling Out
Labor for mares is a three-stage procedure, 
according to Arnold: minor contractions up 
to the point when the water breaks; delivery; 
and expulsion of the afterbirth.

“The most important thing is that you 
be present for all three phases, so we use 
Foalert (a birth monitoring system) and stall 
cameras to ensure that happens,” he said. 
“Once the foal is born and assuming normal 
delivery, the foal needs to be cleaned, nursed 
and able to defecate before you can relax. 
Then the fun can begin.”

Avritt also utilizes a foal alarm and a 
wireless video camera, “which I could not 
do without,” he said.

He suggests a foaling stall of at least 
12x18 feet, properly sanitized and bedded 
with clean straw.

When the mare goes into labor, he goes 
into action. Avritt wraps her tail with vet 
wrap from its root down about 18 inch-
es. As soon as the water bag appears, he 
checks to make sure the foal is in the proper 
position—i.e., two front feet pointing down-

ward with her nose in between. He also said 
to ensure that the foal’s nose is not covered 
by any portion of the foaling sac. 

“If the foal is not in proper position, call 
your veterinarian immediately and try to 
keep the mare up and walking,” he said. 
“The mare can be allowed to get up and 
down, as this can aid in repositioning the 
foal; however, if no progress is being made, 
get her up and walk her. If she needs assis-
tance, place pulling chains on the foal’s front 
legs, both above and below the ankle, and 
pull gently when the mare strains. Do not 
pull straight back, but slightly downward 
instead.”

Once the foal is born, Avritt said to try 
not to break the umbilical cord for at least 
two or three minutes. 

Once the mare gets up, tie the afterbirth 
in a knot so that she doesn’t step on it and 
injure herself. 

“If the mare has not passed the placenta 
within three hours after foaling, consult with 
your veterinarian,” Avritt said. “A retained 
placenta is considered a medical emergency 
and can cause serious illness if not treated 
appropriately.’’

Even after foaling hundreds of mares 
each year, Bradecamp is still amazed by the 
birthing process.

“When the foal is up and nursing, you 
take a little breath of relief,” she said. “That 
feeling of new life never gets old. It’s a mira-
cle every time.”

NEW LIFE: Above with inset: During a normal delivery, the foal will present itself with its front feet 
pointing downward and its nose in between. If the presentation is otherwise, the mare must be kept 
moving until veterinary help arrives. Opposite, near right: The new mom grooms her baby, removing 
the amniotic membrane still clinging to it. The mare must also pass her placenta within three hours 
of foaling. A retained placenta is dangerous and calls for veterinary attention. Opposite, far right: The 
foal should be on its feet within an hour of birth and nursing within two hours so as to obtain the cru-
cial nutrients and antibodies available in its mother’s colostrum.
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‘‘The mare can be 
allowed to get 
up and down, 

as this can aid in 
repositioning the 

foal; however, if no 
progress is being 
made, get her up 

and walk her.”
Jim Avritt Sr.
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takes precautions if something goes wrong 
and there is little time to get needed equip-
ment or supplies.

His facilities at Willow Oak include a 
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feet of its three stalls in their foaling stable 
which are for foaling mares only. The lab 
has a double stainless steel sink with one 
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On the Ground
After foaling, there are also important 
measures to take to provide the foal with 
its best start in life, including ensuring that 
the foal stands within an hour and nurses 
within two hours, which is imperative to 
the foal obtaining the crucial nutrients and 
protective antibodies in the colostrum.

“The foal should pass the meconium 
(first stool) by three hours post-foaling,” 
Bradecamp said. “If the foal does not 
meet these important goals, a veterinarian 
should be consulted immediately.

Avritt is more proactive to ensure that 
the meconium is passed.

“I give the foal an enema and, if neces-
sary, repeat the enema an hour or two later 
if the foal is still straining to defecate,” he 
said. 

Avritt recommends also being proactive 
in preventing scours, or diarrhea, in foals, 
which can cause dehydration that would 
have to be treated.

“Even before giving the foal a bottle of 
milk or allowing it to nurse from the mare, 
I orally give it a 10cc syringe of Equine Coli 
Endotox, a product that is manufactured 
by Novartis Animal Health,” he said. “This 
is a scours prevention product and to me its 
use is a must. 

“Before I began using this vaccine, most 
of my foals would develop scours, for 

which almost all of them would have to be 
treated. Some would even become dehy-
drated and have to be taken to one of the 
equine clinics in Lexington for additional 
treatment. Since I began using this product, 
I have never even had to treat a foal for 
severe scours.” 

Bradecamp said that unless there are 
complications, a veterinarian should look 
the foal over the day the foal is born.

“The first veterinary exam should 
occur approximately 12 hours post- 
foaling for an overall physical exam and to 
evaluate IgG levels, a measure of the foal’s 
absorption of colostrum antibodies,” said 
Bradecamp.

If the foal does not have adequate IgG 
levels, administration of oral colostrum 
and/or a plasma transfusion are necessary. 
If the foal passes its initial physical exam 
and has adequate IgG levels, diligent moni-

toring for the first couple weeks of life helps 
ensure that any signs of illness are detected 
and treated early.

“Foals can succumb to illness quick-
ly and are often much sicker than they 
appear,” said Bradecamp, who recom-
mended that a foal’s temperature be taken 
daily for the first two weeks of its life to 
detect illness at the first sign. Fever, diar-
rhea, lameness and decreased nursing are 
all signs of illness and warrant a veterinary 
exam immediately.

Once Arnold’s mares and foals are up 
and moving, he transfers them to the 12x24 
mare stable where the stalls duplicate out-
door temperatures (minus winds, rain or 
snow). There they are housed—depending 
on weather—for the first four or five days.

“We have a covered round ring for turn-
out until the foal is able to move around 
with the mare,” he said.

Weather permitting, Avritt said he 
moves the mare and foal out of the barn 
and into their own paddock the next day 
after foaling for some exercise. He waits at 
least two weeks before putting a mare and 
foal together with another mare and foal.

Although many foals are “crooked” at 
birth, Avritt said, they usually dramatically 
improve on their own.

“If they don’t, corrective trimming by 
a competent farrier will be necessary,” he 
said, “and if that doesn’t work, corrective 
surgery may be necessary.”

‘‘Foals can succumb 
to illness quickly 

and are often much 
sicker than they 

appear.”
Dr. Etta Bradecamp
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Begin at Birth
Care of a foal begins before birth 
and continues through and after 
weaning. Like in most aspects of 
horse breeding, planning ahead, 
said Arnold, makes potentially 
difficult situations more man-
ageable. Assuming a normal, 
uneventful birth, foal manage-
ment can be processed with some 
precision while always watching 
for separation from the norm. 

“Nursing the foal is the first 
challenge in a normal birth,” 
he said. “Assuring successful 
completion of this important 
milestone can test your patience 
and the foal’s strength. Although 
most foals stand up within an 
hour of birth and search for their 
mother’s udder, some foals are 
slower and this is where patience 
comes in.”

He said a normal foal will take 
approximately two hours to find 
the dam’s udder by itself. Some 
foals may take a little longer.

“We assist any eager foal in 
finding the udder, but we rely on 
their natural energy to seek nurs-
ing,” he said.

Arnold said that if the foal has 
not nursed with guiding assis-
tance within 3-4 hours, it may 
be weak or compromised and 
you should get your veterinarian 
to assist in tube-feeding the foal. 
Either through their mother or 

frozen colostrum, all foals should receive 
colostrum within 3-4 hours of birth. 

Observation of the foal for the first 4-6 
hours is essential, Arnold said.

“After the foal nurses a couple of times, 
you wait to see the foal pass its first stool 
(meconium). If that does not occur in the 
first few hours after nursing then the foal 
should have an enema. Specialized enema 
kits should be on hand and available if 
needed.” 

Sometime in the foal’s first 24 hours, it 
should be examined by a vet and have its 
blood checked for antibodies (IgG); levels 
above 400 to 800 are considered adequate 
to protect the foal from infection. 

Bradecamp said once the foal is born and 
has made it through the first couple days of 
life, daily monitoring ensures that any illness 
or developmental problems are detected 
early and treated as needed. 

“Foals are very precocious and may not 
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Husbandry

How to take care of your new foal

What do breeders need to know in those critical 
first weeks of a foal’s life? The experts recom-

mend the following plan.
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colostrum within 3-4 hours of birth. 

Observation of the foal for the first 4-6 
hours is essential, Arnold said.

“After the foal nurses a couple of times, 
you wait to see the foal pass its first stool 
(meconium). If that does not occur in the 
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show signs of illness until they are quite 
sick,” she said. “Daily monitoring of atti-
tude, appetite and activity level is important 
for recognizing the first signs of the most 
common illnesses that affect foals.”

Bradecamp also noted that increased 
respiratory rate and/or coughing may indi-
cate respiratory disease such as Rhodacoccal 
pneumonia, and that diarrhea or failure to 
nurse out the mare are signs of gastrointesti-
nal disturbance. 

Get Them Moving
Arnold said he moves the mare and foal 
from the foaling barn to her regular stall 
within 24-36 hours of nursing. 

“It is important to get them into a normal 
environment as soon as possible,” he said. 
“A normal foal does not need the artificial 
warmth of the foaling barn and will readily 
adapt to the outside temperature of the mare 
barn.”

Arnold said that leading the foal and 
mare requires two people—one to lead the 
mare and the other to cradle the foal front 
and back with their arms and move it along 
with the mare. 

“When to halter the foal is a much-con-
tested issue,’’ he said. “We halter the foal 
after a few days, but do not attempt to lead 
the foal until a couple of weeks when mov-
ing the mare and foal from stall to paddock 
and back.

“The exercise is good for both. Rule of 
thumb: if the weather is above 40 degrees, 
leave them out for most of the daylight 
hours. If below 40 degrees, put them out 

IN THE DETAILS: Top: A normal foal will take 
approximately two hours to find the dam’s 
udder by itself, but some may take a little 
longer. Above: Daily monitoring of the foal 
ensures that any illness or developmental 
problems are detected early and treated as 
needed. Right: While a foal can be haltered a 
few days after its birth, leading it is not rec-
ommended for another few weeks.
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‘‘Nursing the foal is 
the first challenge 
in a normal birth. 

Assuring success-
ful completion of 

this important mile-
stone can test your 

patience and the 
foal’s strength.”

Richard Arnold
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twice for one hour. As the foal grows and 
becomes stronger, they are integrated into 
groups with other mares and foals.”

Monitor Health
When a foal is around six weeks old, it 
should start eating some of its dam’s grain. 

“Some foals may even try eating grain 
much earlier than this,” said Arnold. “If the 
mother will not permit sharing, you can feed 
the foal in a foal cup away from the mare 
and tether her close to her feed to prevent 
interference. 

“Continuously monitor the physical con-
dition of foals and feed accordingly; do not 
allow them to become too fat or too thin.”

Arnold said foals should become accus-
tomed to halters within two weeks, after 
which you should begin handling their feet, 
which need to be trimmed about every 4-5 
weeks. 

“This ritual will keep the foals growing 
correctly and develops good habits that will 
pay dividends for everyone involved with 
the foal’s career going forward,” he said. 
“We groom-train and handle the foals each 
time we trim their hooves and these practices 
intensify after weaning.”

Bradecamp suggested that maintaining a 
good health program with regular de-wom-
ings and vaccinations prevents many diseas-
es from ever becoming a problem. 

“Health programs may vary from 
farm to farm and are most effective when 

designed specifically for a farm,” she 
said. “Discuss your health program 
with your veterinarian to ensure that 
it meets the needs of your horses.

Catch Problems
Quickly

Bradecamp said that lameness and 
joint effusion are signs of possible 
septic arthritis (“joint ill”) or other 
orthopedic problems. 

“Any changes in the foal’s normal 
attitude and behavior warrant taking a clos-
er look at and may require veterinary consul-
tation and care,” she said. “A quick call to 
your veterinarian at the first signs of illness 
can make the difference between catching a 
disease quickly and turning it around and a 
long, protracted illness if allowed to progress 
for days before treatment is initiated.”

Bradecamp emphasized that getting the 
foal through the first weeks and months of 
its life healthy provides it with the founda-
tion for the rest of its life.

“While a huge sigh of relief can be had 
when a foal is born, this is just the beginning 
to hopefully a long and successful life,” she 
said. “Remain vigilant to ensure that your 
foal stays healthy and sound and can reach 
its full potential.”

KEEP THEM HEALTHY
Jim Avritt Sr., a breeder in Kentucky, has a checklist of sugges-
tions for basic foal care. 

• Continuously monitor the physical condition of foals 
and feed accordingly—not too fat or too thin. 

• Continuously monitor the way the foals/yearlings 
stand and move. Trim feet accordingly as many foals/
yearlings that do not stand properly can be helped 
through proper trimming by a competent farrier. 

• De-worm periodically and vaccinate in a timely 
fashion.

• Try to separate colts and fillies by March 15 of their 
yearling year.

PHOTOS BY MARK HALL16

LET’S GO: The sooner both mare 
and foal can get outside for some 
exercise, the better. One rule of 
thumb to follow is this: If the tem-
perature is above 40 degrees, leave 
them out for most of the daylight 
hours, but if it’s below 40, put them 
out twice for one hour.

‘‘A quick call to your 
veterinarian at the 
first signs of illness 

can make the
difference between 
catching a disease 
quickly and turning 

it around and a long, 
protracted illness.”

Dr. Etta Bradecamp
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Bradecamp also noted that increased 
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cate respiratory disease such as Rhodacoccal 
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nurse out the mare are signs of gastrointesti-
nal disturbance. 
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Arnold said he moves the mare and foal 
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“It is important to get them into a normal 
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“A normal foal does not need the artificial 
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adapt to the outside temperature of the mare 
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and back with their arms and move it along 
with the mare. 

“When to halter the foal is a much-con-
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after a few days, but do not attempt to lead 
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thumb: if the weather is above 40 degrees, 
leave them out for most of the daylight 
hours. If below 40 degrees, put them out 
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which you should begin handling their feet, 
which need to be trimmed about every 4-5 
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“This ritual will keep the foals growing 
correctly and develops good habits that will 
pay dividends for everyone involved with 
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time we trim their hooves and these practices 
intensify after weaning.”

Bradecamp suggested that maintaining a 
good health program with regular de-wom-
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can make the difference between catching a 
disease quickly and turning it around and a 
long, protracted illness if allowed to progress 
for days before treatment is initiated.”

Bradecamp emphasized that getting the 
foal through the first weeks and months of 
its life healthy provides it with the founda-
tion for the rest of its life.

“While a huge sigh of relief can be had 
when a foal is born, this is just the beginning 
to hopefully a long and successful life,” she 
said. “Remain vigilant to ensure that your 
foal stays healthy and sound and can reach 
its full potential.”
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Jim Avritt Sr., a breeder in Kentucky, has a checklist of sugges-
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trimmings so the foals are used to being in 
stalls,” he said. “During those three days, 
we do basic training on walking, stopping, 
grooming and general socialization. After that, 
we bring these new weanlings in every five 
weeks for a hoof trimming and we repeat the 
basic training each time we bring them in.”

When the mares are removed, Arnold 
discontinues their grain to help them stop 
lactating, paying close attention to their eat-
ing patterns and general attitude while they 
get over the stress of weaning.

Over the years, Avritt said he has relied on 
two weaning methods.

“Initially, I took my foals away from their 
mothers and confined them to individual 
stalls for about a week,” he said. “During 
this time, I broke them to lead, and trimmed, 
vaccinated and wormed them. However, I 
was unhappy with this method because some 
of them would occasionally get sick while 
confined and they obviously got no exercise. 
It appeared to be unduly stressful on them.”

Avritt switched to his current method of 
weaning his foals in the field by systematical-
ly removing their mothers and taking them 
to another part of the farm where they can 
neither see nor hear their foals.

“For example, last fall I weaned a group 
of six foals together,” he said. “On the morn-
ing of the first day I removed three mares 
from the field and that afternoon I removed 
another mare.

“On the morning of the second day, I 
removed another mare and that afternoon 
removed the last mare. Foals seem to tolerate 
this method much better than the confine-
ment method. The only drawback is that they 
have to be broken to lead and be vaccinated, 
wormed and trimmed at another time.”

Monitor Health
Bradecamp agreed that weaning is one of the 
most stressful events in a young horse’s life 
and that in addition to minimizing the stress 
of the weaning event itself, it is important to 
ensure that the foal is prepared from a health 
standpoint. 

“Foals should not be weaned while they 
are ill or if they are thin or malnourished,” 
she said. “The illness should be resolved and 
the foal healthy before being weaned, even if 
this requires leaving the foal with the mare 
for a longer period of time.

“Foals should be current on their vaccines 
and on an appropriate deworming program 
prior to weaning. Consult with your veteri-
narian to establish a health program that is 
tailored to your farm and horses. The immu-

nity that a foal receives from the mare’s colos-
trum has waned by four months of age and 
the foal must rely on its own immune system 
to mount a defense against pathogens.”

The effects of stress, Bradecamp added, 
may suppress the immune system and make a 
foal more susceptible to certain diseases.

“Lawsonia is one such disease that is most 
commonly seen in weanlings and it is suspect-
ed that the stress of weaning predisposes them 
to developing the disease,” she said, adding 
that keeping foals with their cohorts that they 
have been raised with during the weaning 
process can help minimize the stress.

Additionally, avoiding mixing new groups 
of foals during this stressful time eliminates 
exposure to pathogens those outside foals 
may carry.

“Administration of an immunostimulant 
prior to weaning may help booster weanlings’ 
immune systems and some farms feel that 
this helps,” Bradecamp said. “Temperature-
taking daily for a week post-weaning can 
also help to identify problems early during 
this most stressful period.’’

Once weaned, weanlings are often turned 
out and allowed to grow up. However, it 
is important to remember to monitor their 
growth, health and development during this 
time.

“Providing adequate nutrition and main-
taining appropriate body condition will 
allow the foal to reach its full potential,” 
said Bradecamp. “Routine hoof care and 
regular handling will make the transition to 
adulthood and training go more smoothly.” 

Avritt said that for the first two or three 
days after he weans his foals, he milks their 
mothers out about 50 percent twice a day 
and rubs some Bag Balm ointment on their 
udders to prevent mastitis.

“To [milk mares], I use a small, hand-held, 
trigger-operated vacuum pump called Udderly 
EZ,” he said. “This is the same device I use 
to collect colostrum from my foaling mares.”

A lot of hard work and time goes into 
getting a foal to this stage of its life, said 
Bradecamp. 

“It is important to remember that 
although this is a period of time that little 
is done with the weanlings from a training 
standpoint, their care should not be neglect-
ed,” she said. “It is not a time to ‘drop the 
ball,’ but instead a time to nurture and care 
for that young horse that has its full life’s 
potential ahead of it.”

Therefore, during this stressful period of 
time, she suggested that breeders “employ a 
management plan that minimizes the wean-
ling’s chance of becoming susceptible to 
diseases and pathogens that may derail its 
development into a healthy adult horse.”

WEAN BY 
THE SIGN?
Jim Avritt Sr., a breeder 
in Lebanon, Ky., said he 
always weans according 
to the astrological sign as 
established by the Farmer’s 
Almanac.

“I am sure many breed-
ers haven’t heard of this, 
while others who have do 
not believe in it,” he said. 
“However, I have weaned 
‘by the sign’ for over 50 
years and have no doubt 
that it works. I learned it 
from my father, who raised 
hogs and always castrated 
‘by the sign.’”

When foals are weaned 
“by the sign,” they do not 
become upset when their 
dams are taken away and 
seldom even nicker for 
them, Avritt said.

“Likewise, the mothers 
do not become upset and 
nicker for their foals or run 
the fence lines,” he said.

There are 12 zodiac 
signs, he said, and as the 
moon circles the earth 
(once every 29½ days), it 
passes through each sign in 
sequence. One of the zodiac 
signs therefore dominates 
each day of the month.

“I always wean when the 
sign is in the legs,” Avritt 
said. “My fellow breeders 
should try this before laugh-
ing at me.”
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Prepare for Stress
Weaning—or transitioning the foal from con-
suming mother’s milk to feed and forage—is 
the single most traumatic day in the normal 
life of the foal and the mare, said Arnold.

“At Willow Oak, we try to use common 
sense and anticipation to reduce the stress as 
much as possible,” he said. “The first rule is 
to make it appear as low-key and normal as 
possible. We wean the foals over a period of 
weeks. We leave the mares and foals in their 
pastures and remove two mares the first day. 
The two oldest foals’ mares are removed 
together so that the mares will have a pas-
ture companion.”

Arnold said he removes the first two 
mares in the field in the evening while every-
one is calm and the foals are feeding. The 
mares are removed to a pasture out of sight 
and sound range of where the foals are.

“This will leave the weaned foals in their 
familiar pastures with familiar mares to keep 
them calm,” he said. “We repeat this over 
the next few weeks, removing one mare at 
a time. Since the last mare is important to 
the stability of the foal group, the older the 
foals are when you remove the last mare, the 
better. By the time the last mare is removed, 
the foals should barely notice.”

Some farms will elect to keep an older 
gelding or mare with the colts and fillies, 
respectively, to provide stability to the group 
of weanlings. After all the mares have been 
removed, Arnold said he brings all of the 
foals in for three days.

“During their time with their moms, 
we have been bringing them in for hoof

ILLUSTRATION BY JASON TURNER

Keep Them 
Separated

How to properly wean your foal

What can breeders do to reduce the stress of 
the weaning process? The experts suggest 

these tips to keep mares, foals, and breeders calm.

‘‘Initially, I took my 
foals away from 

their mothers and 
confined them 

to individual stalls 
for about a week. 

However, I was 
unhappy with this 

method. It appeared 
to be unduly

stressful on them.”
Jim Avritt Sr.
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trimmings so the foals are used to being in 
stalls,” he said. “During those three days, 
we do basic training on walking, stopping, 
grooming and general socialization. After that, 
we bring these new weanlings in every five 
weeks for a hoof trimming and we repeat the 
basic training each time we bring them in.”

When the mares are removed, Arnold 
discontinues their grain to help them stop 
lactating, paying close attention to their eat-
ing patterns and general attitude while they 
get over the stress of weaning.

Over the years, Avritt said he has relied on 
two weaning methods.

“Initially, I took my foals away from their 
mothers and confined them to individual 
stalls for about a week,” he said. “During 
this time, I broke them to lead, and trimmed, 
vaccinated and wormed them. However, I 
was unhappy with this method because some 
of them would occasionally get sick while 
confined and they obviously got no exercise. 
It appeared to be unduly stressful on them.”

Avritt switched to his current method of 
weaning his foals in the field by systematical-
ly removing their mothers and taking them 
to another part of the farm where they can 
neither see nor hear their foals.

“For example, last fall I weaned a group 
of six foals together,” he said. “On the morn-
ing of the first day I removed three mares 
from the field and that afternoon I removed 
another mare.

“On the morning of the second day, I 
removed another mare and that afternoon 
removed the last mare. Foals seem to tolerate 
this method much better than the confine-
ment method. The only drawback is that they 
have to be broken to lead and be vaccinated, 
wormed and trimmed at another time.”

Monitor Health
Bradecamp agreed that weaning is one of the 
most stressful events in a young horse’s life 
and that in addition to minimizing the stress 
of the weaning event itself, it is important to 
ensure that the foal is prepared from a health 
standpoint. 

“Foals should not be weaned while they 
are ill or if they are thin or malnourished,” 
she said. “The illness should be resolved and 
the foal healthy before being weaned, even if 
this requires leaving the foal with the mare 
for a longer period of time.

“Foals should be current on their vaccines 
and on an appropriate deworming program 
prior to weaning. Consult with your veteri-
narian to establish a health program that is 
tailored to your farm and horses. The immu-

nity that a foal receives from the mare’s colos-
trum has waned by four months of age and 
the foal must rely on its own immune system 
to mount a defense against pathogens.”

The effects of stress, Bradecamp added, 
may suppress the immune system and make a 
foal more susceptible to certain diseases.

“Lawsonia is one such disease that is most 
commonly seen in weanlings and it is suspect-
ed that the stress of weaning predisposes them 
to developing the disease,” she said, adding 
that keeping foals with their cohorts that they 
have been raised with during the weaning 
process can help minimize the stress.

Additionally, avoiding mixing new groups 
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may carry.
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taking daily for a week post-weaning can 
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out and allowed to grow up. However, it 
is important to remember to monitor their 
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time.
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“It is important to remember that 
although this is a period of time that little 
is done with the weanlings from a training 
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ed,” she said. “It is not a time to ‘drop the 
ball,’ but instead a time to nurture and care 
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management plan that minimizes the wean-
ling’s chance of becoming susceptible to 
diseases and pathogens that may derail its 
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in Lebanon, Ky., said he 
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seldom even nicker for 
them, Avritt said.

“Likewise, the mothers 
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nicker for their foals or run 
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How to properly wean your foal

What can breeders do to reduce the stress of 
the weaning process? The experts suggest 

these tips to keep mares, foals, and breeders calm.

‘‘Initially, I took my 
foals away from 

their mothers and 
confined them 

to individual stalls 
for about a week. 

However, I was 
unhappy with this 

method. It appeared 
to be unduly

stressful on them.”
Jim Avritt Sr.
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STEP UP THE PREP: Clockwise from above: 
Lots of handling, including daily brushing and 
minor corrective shoeing/trimming, helps 
teach yearlings the good manners they will 
need at the sales. • Acclimation to a Chifney bit 
will help pacify a yearling later on at the sale, 
as it will give him something to do while he is 
obligated to stand still for minutes at a time. 
• Adding two ounces of corn oil to feed twice 
a day improves hair coat. • One-on-one work 
between a yearling and handler helps build 
trust. • Trailer lessons include loading, unload-
ing and riding in the trailer around the farm. 

prepare for the yearling to leave the farm, go 
through the yearling sale and begin a career 
on the racetrack.

“Therefore, developing good manners is 
absolutely paramount in the yearling,” said 
Arnold. “As previously mentioned, there are 
a number of weanling-management tech-
niques that will pave the way to good man-
ners, but weanlings are better served being 
left free to grow and be a horse—with some 
interludes like hoof trimming and basic 
training.

“But all this becomes more organized and 
regular for yearlings, and mental prepara-
tion is as important or maybe more import-
ant than physical training.”

Arnold utilizes an enclosed, round pen to 
build handler-yearling trust, enhancing that 
relationship.

“This is accomplished by having only one 
person and the yearling go through a number 
of trust-building drills in the solitude of the 
pen,” Arnold said. “We also practice loading 
and unloading the yearlings in a horse trailer, 
taking them for a ride around the ranch and 
then returning and unloading.”

Seek a Showman
Arnold’s yearling prep culminates with the 
yearling being shipped on July 1 to Walco 
Farms in Danville, Ky., for final intensive 
daily training under the supervision of Jim 
Glass, who applies the finishing touches for 
the fall yearling sales.

At Walco Farms, Glass takes over the 
process and begins a formal organized daily 
exercise program in addition to the mental 
training already begun three months earlier.

“The crew at Walco has over 30 years of 
experience conditioning yearlings for sale,’’ 

20 ALL PHOTOS BY MARK HALL

‘‘You have about 
15-30 seconds in 
our estimation for 

the prospective 
buyers to form an 
important initial 

opinion of the 
yearling.”
Steve Stewart

Get Them Fit
Avritt preps his own yearlings, who are deliv-
ered into the care of his agent, Hunterton 
Sales Agency, immediately prior to each 
sale. He usually sells his yearlings at the 
Lexington Selected Sale in early October or 
the Standardbred Horse Sale in Harrisburg, 

Pa., in early November.
“I begin my yearling prep 8-10 weeks 

before the sale,” said Avritt. “My yearlings 
are kept in the barn during the day and 
turned out at night. Fillies are turned out 
together and each colt has a separate pad-
dock.

“They are blanketed while in the barn 
once the temperature gets below 55 degrees. 

My goal is to remove all sunburned 
hair and have each yearling as fit as 
possible by sale time.”

Avritt said he bathes all his 
yearlings twice a week and each is 
brushed at least 20 minutes twice 
a day. They are also broken to 
a Chifney bit and taught to pick 
their feet up and to walk and pose 
as they will be required to do at 
the sale.

“A Chifney bit is very import-
ant because many times [at the 
sale], that yearling is standing there 
while people walk around it and 
the horse has to stand 5 or 10 min-
utes before moving again, so we 
compare the bit to a pacifier for an 
infant,” said Stewart. “It gives the 
yearlings something to do, moving 
it around in their mouths.”

Avritt uses a pelleted feed con-
taining 14-percent protein and 
each yearling is fed according to 
its body condition—“fat” yearlings 
get less feed and “thin” yearlings 
get more.

“I also put two ounces of corn 
oil on their feed twice a day in 
order to improve their hair coat,’’ 
Avritt said.

He controls each yearling’s hay 
intake and feeds them as little hay 
as possible since each yearling is 
turned out all night, weather per-
mitting.

Hoof trimming and inspection 
is done every five to six weeks 
on weanlings, he said, but that is 
increased to every three weeks on 
yearlings if necessary.

“All my yearlings are shod 
in front at the beginning of their 
prep,’’ he said. “Although there is 
no time for any major corrective 
shoeing, minor corrective shoeing/

trimming can substantively improve the way 
a yearling stands and moves.”

Handle With Care
At Willow Oak Farm, Arnold initiates a 
program that begins in March and increases 
in intensity.

“From March through June, we run our 
yearlings through weekly training,  includ-
ing walking, stopping and being groomed, 
bathed and touched by handlers,” he said.

In addition to watching it grow at a fast 
rate, the yearling year is also the time to 
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For Sale
How to get your
yearling ready

for auction 

What goes into preparing the yearling for the 
sales ring? The experts recommend regular 

exercise, careful handling, and professional help.
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Potential buyers may not be able to view 
your yearling in person prior to the sale, so 
having professional videos of your yearlings 
in action in the field are a powerful tool.

“A good yearling video can be worth thou-
sands of dollars,’’ said Avritt. “I learned this 
several years ago when I sold a yearling from 
the first crop of Muscle Mass. His dam was 
an older Super Bowl mare that had never even 

produced a sire stakes-caliber horse. Although 
he was an attractive colt from a top maternal 
family, he was a little small and immature.

“His video was spectacular and went 
‘viral’ among yearling videos. In it he looked 
like he was trotting at a 2:00 clip. To make 
a long story short, he sold for $95,000, and 
in my opinion his video was worth at least 
$50,000 to $60,000.’’

Potential buyers may not be able to view 
your yearling in person prior to the sale, so 
having professional videos of your yearlings 
in action in the field are a powerful tool.

“A good yearling video can be worth thou-
sands of dollars,’’ said Avritt. “I learned this 
several years ago when I sold a yearling from 
the first crop of Muscle Mass. His dam was 
an older Super Bowl mare that had never even 

Potential buyers may not be able to view 
your yearling in person prior to the sale, so 
having professional videos of your yearlings 
in action in the field are a powerful tool.

“A good yearling video can be worth thou-
sands of dollars,’’ said Avritt. “I learned this 
several years ago when I sold a yearling from 
the first crop of Muscle Mass. His dam was 
an older Super Bowl mare that had never even 

SHOW TIME: Above: Professional handlers, who walk in sync with their charges, can help provide the 
optimum initial impression once the yearling reaches the sale venue. Below: A brow band and Chifney 
bit add the right finishing touches for the yearling’s big moment in the sale ring.

Arnold said, “and they do an excel-
lent job. By September, these year-
lings are ready for examination by 
the most discriminating of potential 
purchasers.”

Stewart echoed the importance 
of working with the yearlings prior 
to the sale and teaching them to 
stand properly and walk authori-
tatively.

“You have about 15-30 seconds 
in our estimation for the prospective 
buyers to form an important initial 
opinion of the yearling,” Stewart 
said, “and they probably have a list 
of 40 to 50 horses, so that’s a quick 
decision for a three-year investment.

“So if you’re dragging or pulling 
the horse out of the barn, that’s a 
negative. That’s why you want the 
yearlings to present themselves as 
‘look at me,’ and the way you do 

that is teaching them at the farm to have 
that attitude. That boils down to repetition. 
A horse can be shown 50 times in a day, so 
that repetition is crucial.”

Stewart said that you can’t make a horse 
taller or have a different color or change 
whether they have white feet or not, “but 
what you can do is present the horse in the 
best possible light.”

Aside from an authoritative walk and 
stride, Stewart said other ways to make 
an impressive presentation include making 
sure horse and handler are in sync (walk-
ing together), utilizing a brow band which 
“adds an accent to them,” and using the 
Chifney bit.

Stewart urges the small breeder to utilize 
a “professional showman” who knows how 
to present a yearling, because “the breeder 
can take all the right steps prior to the sale, 
but may not have the expertise to make the 
optimum initial impression at sale time.

“If the small breeder can afford to do 
that, it helps. In the big picture, it’s money 
well spent.”

VIDEOS ARE IMPORTANT
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DOUBLE WORLD CHAMPION

Booking Enquiries: Johnny Robinson | Mobile 021 883 713 | john@goharness.co.nz
www.empirestallions.com

p,2,1:51.8; 3,1:47.4f ($2,238,518)
Bettor’s Delight–Heather’s Western–Western Hanover

b.h. 15.3 hands

Fastest 3YO Colt & All-Age Stallion Ever Sired by Bettor’s Delight
 Current 3YO World Champion on a Half-Mile Track (1:49h)

Current 3YO World Champion over a Five-Eighths Mile Track (1:47.4f)
14 Consecutive Wins at 3 including 10 from 1:47.4 – 1:50
Winner of the $1 Million North America Cup (1:47.8m), 

$577,000 Little Brown Jug (1:50.8h-1:49h), $500,000 Battle of 
The Brandywine (1:47.4f), $300,000 Milstein Memorial, Simcoe Stake, etc.

North American 3YO Colt & Canadian Horse of the Year in 2016
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ALABAR (NZ)  LTD
09 232 1800

 
alabar@alabar.co.nz

alabar.co.nz 
 

South Island Rep, Ivan Behrnes  
03 615 6332 / 027 615 6119

CHASE AUCKLAND
L I K E  F A T H E R ,  L I K E  S O N

S E RV I C E F E E $3,000*  
      (P L U S G S T )

*Loyalty rewards available to 
previous breeders and Alabar 

Gold Supporters

BOOKINGS TO AUCKLAND REACTOR STILL AVAILABLE FOR THIS SEASON

W I N S  T H E  G R 1  N R M  N Z  S I R E S ’  S T A K E S  3 Y O 
F I N A L  I N  N Z  R E C O R D  T I M E  ( 1 : 5 2 . 2  M . R . )  — 
A N D  L I K E  H I S  S I R E ,  A U C K L A N D  R E A C T O R 
D O E S  I T  I N  H I S  F I F T H  U N B E A T E N ,  
L I F E T I M E  S T A R T


